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Dear Friends,

As we reflect on the generosity to our campus over the past year, we first want to thank all of our trustees, alumni, faculty, staff, volunteers and other supporters for your endless enthusiasm and hard work in advancing the value of this great institution. With your visionary guidance and generous support, we have proudly recorded another successful fiscal year for private giving, with $119 million raised in 2016.

This year, our campus surpassed our goal for The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara with a total $1.1 billion raised – and significantly strengthened our endowment during this multiyear campaign. More than 100,000 donors supported our campus in this incredible effort – 14,200 of them in this year alone.

As a result of our steadfast, collaborative efforts, UC Santa Barbara has not only increased our overall number of donors, but has begun receiving unprecedented funding from individual donors. We are also seeing a vibrant culture of student philanthropy take hold on our campus, with our student endowment doubling over the past year – from $40,000 to $80,000. This has been driven largely by the thriving student organization UCSB First, which raises money to support philanthropy by fellow students. Our dedicated students are helping to build the alumni donor base for our future.

Gauchos across the globe rallied around UC Santa Barbara for our first Give Day this past April. In 24 hours, hundreds of new donors inspired our campus by contributing close to $4 million. We would like to thank our Office of Development and Office of Public Affairs and Communications for the countless hours they dedicated to organizing and executing this exciting digital fundraising event.

As supporters of UC Santa Barbara, you help to fortify and grow our many communities, from our current students, to alumni, to trustees, to all of our supporters and friends locally and around the world. The diversity and connections across our community networks create a base of support that sustains our university, and further propels us to new heights of excellence.

In this way, your visionary guidance and generous support are among our greatest assets.

Thank you for giving UC Santa Barbara not only a wonderful year, but also to the foundation for endless exciting years to come.

Sincerely,

Henry T. Yang, Chancellor
UC Santa Barbara

Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree, Chair
UC Santa Barbara Foundation
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SNAPSHOT: FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

BY SOURCE

$5.1M OTHERS
$28.5M CORPORATIONS
$42.4M FOUNDATIONS
$43.1M INDIVIDUALS
$119.1M TOTAL

BY PURPOSE

UNRESTRICTED $1.3M
INSTRUCTION $1.2M
CAPITAL PROJECTS $2.1M
STUDENT SUPPORT $9.4M
RESEARCH $44.8M
DEPARTMENT SUPPORT $60.3M

EXPANDING POSSIBILITIES
FISCAL YEAR 2016

ENDOWMENT TOTALS

$106.3M 2004
$191.0M 2008
$206.0M 2012
$273.6M 2016

UC SANTA BARBARA FOUNDATION

UC REGENTS

$119.1M raised in fiscal year 2016, second-highest year ever

$3.7M raised in one day on UCSB’s first-ever Give Day

25 gifts of $1M+ made in fiscal year 2016
Champions of the best kept secret

Years ago, UC Santa Barbara was tucked away behind palm trees and graced with breezy dispositions. These were the 60s – when Greek societies inducted their inaugural pledges and Isla Vista was still largely undeveloped. It was the beginning of something special, a harbinger that the world’s “best kept secret” was soon to be exposed.

“There wasn’t much commercialism [in Isla Vista],” reflects Susan Bertelsen ’67. “Not much more than a little market and a taco stand.”

Her husband Mark Bertelsen ’66 nods in agreement. “You know the path around the lagoon?” he asks. “My fraternity dug that path.”

The Bertelsens’ fondness for UC Santa Barbara is palpable – after all, UCSB is where Mark and Susan first met, and where they both forged lifelong friendships. “I have good memories of UCSB,” says Mark. “The education I had here was absolutely outstanding. We obviously have an attachment to the place.”

“We’ve explained to our children that the world we live in today...This is something that prior generations have allowed to happen and make possible.”

That attachment has grown over the years, characterized by the Bertelsens’ significant leadership. In 1994, Mark was elected to the UCSB Foundation Board of Trustees and formerly served as its chair; he was a member of the Trustee Advisory Committee on Isla Vista Strategies, and is currently a member of the College of Engineering Dean’s Cabinet and the Institute for Energy Efficiency (IEE) Director’s Council. Together, the Bertelsens’ philanthropy exceeds $2 million, placing them into UCSB’s exclusive Gold Circle Society. And still their generosity seems to know no bounds.

“We’ve explained to our children that the world we live in today...This is something that prior generations have allowed to happen and make possible.”

This social compact is an important one for the Bertelsens — not only in theory, but in practice. They pledged $1 million to UCSB in 2005, which helped foster entrepreneurial education in the College of
Engineering (COE) and support research at the Center for Information Technology and Society (CITS). Their $1 million gift also included the establishment of the Eugene Aas Chair in Computer Science named in honor of Susan’s father.

“[My father] was involved with nuclear testing in Albuquerque. He worked on the nose cone of the Polaris missile,” recalls Susan. “It was very specific,” she laughs.

Since 2005, the Bertelsens have provided seed funding for the IEE, and supported COE faculty recruitment and retention, as well as graduate fellowships in the College of Letters and Science. Most recently, they endowed the Bertelsen Presidential Chair in Technology and Society, which will support a CITS director whose scholarship examines the social impact of information technology.

“My whole professional work life has been dealing with technology companies that foster innovation in the United States,” Mark said back in 2005. “So there is a connection between our gifts to the College of Engineering, which fosters entrepreneurialism, and the Center for Information Technology and Society, which looks at the impact of technology on society.”

These days, the Bertelsens are recognized among UCSB’s early builders, those who exemplify the traits of excellence and innovation. They’ve witnessed the campus’s evolution over the years, and have contributed to its academic and financial development. In fact, Mark played a critical role in launching the university’s first-ever fundraising campaign, which recently achieved over $1 billion in support.

“At the time, those of us on the committee looked at the initial $350 million goal and asked ourselves, ‘Are we completely out of our minds?!’” chuckles Mark. “But then it gathered momentum.”

And indeed, UC Santa Barbara continues to gather momentum in its drive toward excellence and innovation. It seems that the Bertelsens are right on its heels, showing no signs of stopping in their extraordinary leadership and philanthropy.
Leaving a Legacy

Doing the Most Good

The sciences at UC Santa Barbara will reach new heights thanks to a generous infusion of funds from the estate of longtime campus benefactor Joe Yzurdiaga, who passed away September 14, 2015.

A devoted donor and beloved friend to UCSB for many years, Yzurdiaga included the campus in his estate plans, leaving the university generous endowed funding. Joe and his wife, Pat, together, have transformed the sciences at UCSB through their significant private support.

Joe Yzurdiaga especially had a passion for science and faith in its potential for life-changing advancements. The couple’s visionary gifts to UCSB also include endowed chairs for world-renowned physicists Joe Incandela and Joe Polchinski, and a scholarship for promising graduate students in the sciences. The Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Graduate Student Fellowship Fund annually supports exceptional students in physics, biochemistry, chemistry, and molecular and cellular biology.

The Yzurdiagas have been giving substantially to the sciences at UCSB since 2002, impacting faculty and students, as well as research and recruitment.

“We have great productivity in this country based on what we have found scientifically,” Joe Yzurdiaga said in 2013, following the couple’s gift of $1 million to create an endowed chair for Incandela. “When you want to leave a legacy, you want to leave it as productive and as close to what you believe in as possible.”

“I’m a big-picture guy,” he added. “Where can I do the most good?”

Incandela, who still holds the Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Experimental Science, said that sensibility is what he most appreciated about Joe Yzurdiaga.

“Joe Yzurdiaga is an inspiration to me,” said Incandela, part of the team credited with discovering the Higgs boson in 2012. “His very strong belief in the power of scientific advances to improve the human condition, and his appreciation for basic science as a critical part of the picture, certainly moved me. But he was also an inspiration to me as a person. He was so kind and warm-hearted that I am sure everyone who knew him grew to feel very strongly about him and now feels a great loss, as I do. On the other hand, he was also so positive that it is impossible to think of him without feeling energized to go out and do something big. I am really glad I had the chance to know him.”

In early 2015, the Yzurdiagas created an endowed chair in theoretical physics for Polchinski, a UCSB physics faculty member, permanent member of the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics and two-time winner of the Physics Frontiers Prize.

“I am very sorry that I only got to meet Joe one time, and never had a chance to thank him personally for his gift or share with him the impact that it will have on my work,” Polchinski said following Yzurdiaga’s passing. “Most important, it will provide increased support for young scientists. Joe and Pat’s generosity, establishing chairs in theory and experiment and endowing support for graduate students, will have a permanent impact on the standing of the UCSB department of physics, and the quality of our research and education.”

Joe Yzurdiaga was a financial advisor with Crowell, Weedon & Co. He was a graduate of UCLA, where he earned a B.S. in business administration. The couple’s philanthropy has also included Caltech and the UCLA-based Jules Stein Eye Institute. Pat Yzurdiaga has been an active community volunteer, in particular with the Music Academy of the West Women’s Auxiliary and the Philanthropic Educational Organization, as well as the Community Arts Music Association (CAMA) Women’s Board and the Santa Barbara Museum of Art Women’s Board. Together the Yzurdiagas were active in the Music Academy of the West’s Compeer Program.
Walter Kohn saw the very worst the world has to offer — and he also saw the very best.

Born in Vienna in 1923, the Nobel Prize-winning scientist was a teenager when World War II began and terrifying — and seemingly unimaginable events — unfolded around his family. Desperate to get their son and daughter to safety, Kohn’s parents sent them out of Austria, rescued from the Nazi regime in one of the last Kindertransport missions that brought children out of Nazi Germany, Austria and other German-occupied territories and placed them with surrogate families in England.

The effort saved young Walter and Minna, along with some 10,000 other predominately Jewish children, most of whom were the only members of their families to survive the Holocaust. Kohn’s parents, Gittel and Salomon, were killed at Auschwitz.

In a 2014 interview, recalling his childhood in Austria, his rescue and the families in England and, later, Canada, that embraced him and encouraged and supported his studies, Kohn spoke of the lasting impact on his life of “the acts of good people.”

Perhaps then, in a philosophical sense, that Kindertransport helped take Kohn, decades later, all the way to Copenhagen, where in 1998 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. It was the highlight of his long and illustrious career as a scientist.

Kohn was the first of six Nobel laureates at UC Santa Barbara. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his development of the density functional theory, which revolutionized scientists’ approach to the electronic structure of atoms, molecules and solid materials in physics, chemistry and materials science.

Beyond his research, Kohn, who was the founding director of the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics at UCSB, was deeply engaged in matters spiritual and societal. He died April 19, 2016.
LYNN REITNOUER ’55

Devoted UC Santa Barbara alumnus and foundation trustee Lynn Paul Reitnouer, a longtime donor to Intercollegiate Athletics with his wife and fellow Gaucho Winnie, passed away March 10, 2016.

Born December 26, 1932 in New Orleans but raised in Monrovia, where he first met Winnie, Reitnouer followed his girlfriend to UCSB after first enrolling at San Diego State University on a basketball scholarship. The pair married in 1953, in the midst of their college years; their first child was born before Lynn graduated.

They left Santa Barbara in 1955 — Lynn Reitnouer later served as mayor of San Marino — but together the Reitnouers made a decades-long habit of sharing their time and money with the university that launched their life together.

Marilyn Gevirtz H’96

With their transformative gift to the campus in 2000, Marilyn Gevirtz and her husband, Ambassador Don Gevirtz, became the names behind UC Santa Barbara’s Gevirtz Graduate School of Education. Passionate about education in general, and public education in particular, their commitment was also at the program’s heart.

“We believe that educational access is critical to all children for the fulfillment of their hopes and dreams and for success in their chosen careers, whatever they may be,” Marilyn Gevirtz said at the time. “We have all had the experience of having a teacher who made a profound impact on our lives. Our goal is to support the Graduate School of Education at UCSB as it prepares teachers who will have that kind of impact on all their students and in that way fulfill their own dreams as well.”

Reitnouer Auditorium at UCSB’s athletics building resulted from their generosity, which also established the Reitnouer Endowment Fund for Intercollegiate Athletics. For many years the couple supported the Living Scholars program, benefiting student-athletes with financial needs.

“We like to be involved,” Lynn, a trustee for 23 years, said in 2013. “My parents convinced us early that we had to give back. It was an automatic thing in our family. When we were able to, thanks to some very nice times in our business career, we’ve always given back. The university is very important to us.”

Reitnouer is survived by his wife, Winslow (Winnie); son John and daughter-in-law Susan; grandchildren Katherine and Alexander; sister-in-law Meredith; nephew Paul and family; sister-in-law Mary Coyne; many loving cousins; and his A.F.S. Turkish son Erol Guler and family.

With their transformative gift to the campus in 2000, Marilyn Gevirtz and her husband, Ambassador Don Gevirtz, became the names behind UC Santa Barbara’s Gevirtz Graduate School of Education. Passionate about education in general, and public education in particular, their commitment was also at the program’s heart.

“We believe that educational access is critical to all children for the fulfillment of their hopes and dreams and for success in their chosen careers, whatever they may be,” Marilyn Gevirtz said at the time. “We have all had the experience of having a teacher who made a profound impact on our lives. Our goal is to support the Graduate School of Education at UCSB as it prepares teachers who will have that kind of impact on all their students and in that way fulfill their own dreams as well.”

The couple had previously supported the establishment at UCSB of the Gevirtz Research Center, which became a test-bed for innovative education initiatives to improve public education and impact public policy. Marilyn Gevirtz was particularly involved in the center’s Gevirtz Homework Project, as well as the national nonprofit Girls Inc.

A member of the UCSB Gold Circle, honorary alumna ’96 and trustee of the UCSB Foundation Board since 1986, Marilyn Gevirtz passed away September 27, 2015. Her husband preceded her in death.

Following her passing, Chancellor Henry T. Yang said, “The Gevirtz Graduate School of Education embodies Marilyn’s spirit of greatness, and her legacy will live on through the continued success of our school and our students.”
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Crowdsourcing Sea Change

With a $10 million gift from Marc and Lynne Benioff, UC Santa Barbara establishes the Benioff Ocean Initiative to study and solve ocean issues

Maybe it’s all the plastic you see on the beach where you take your kids. Or that news story you read about shark-finning and can’t quite get out of your mind. Are you frustrated trying to identify sustainable options on the menu at your favorite seafood restaurant?

These are common concerns, and they all lead back to one place: the ocean. And with climate change acidifying and heating up the seas, global fisheries being overharvested and more than 5 trillion pieces of plastic working their way into marine food webs, they’re the tip of a massive threat to our oceans.

The Benioff Ocean Initiative, a bold new endeavor led by the University of California Santa Barbara, aims to research the root causes of these pervasive ocean problems and use science to solve them, supported by funding from Marc and Lynne Benioff.

Marc Benioff is the co-founder, chairman and chief executive officer of Salesforce, one of the world’s leading software companies, and a leader in changing global attitudes about the social responsibility of businesses. Lynne Benioff is on the board of overseers of the University of California San Francisco Foundation, the board of directors of UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital Oakland and the board of directors of Common Sense Media. In 2015, Lynne Benioff was appointed to the board of directors of the Presidio Trust by President Obama. Known for their extensive philanthropic support of children’s health and education, the couple has gifted UCSB more than $10 million to establish the Benioff Ocean Initiative.

Cast as an experimental new model for university-driven change, the innovative effort will bring senior ocean scientists together with students to develop science-based solutions that will address problems plaguing the oceans. In an effort to link together the strength of university-powered research with the creativity of global ocean communities, this new initiative will use a crowdsourcing campaign to collect ideas on ocean issues submitted from anyone, anywhere in the world. These ideas will set the agenda for the initiative.

“We cannot stand by and watch our oceans become increasingly sickened and fisheries decimated,” said Marc Benioff. “Just as we have research hospitals seeking cures for devastating illnesses, we need a hospital to heal our oceans. We can bring the brightest minds in marine science and our communities together and empower them to bring our oceans back to health.”

Headquartered at UCSB’s Marine Science Institute, an internationally recognized center of excellence for interdisciplinary oceans research, the Benioff Ocean Initiative is being directed by noted marine biologist Douglas McCauley, but will be run as a collaboration among ocean scientists worldwide, as well as students. Together they’ll highlight the most pressing threats to ocean health through research, and then use what they learn to address these illnesses in the ocean.

“The Benioff Ocean Initiative will be a first of its kind ‘hospital for the oceans,’” McCauley said. “A university hospital that studied illness without treating illness wouldn’t have a lot of value. Likewise, it is no longer tenable to operate marine research institutes that study ocean problems without using this science to fix these same issues.” The Benioff Ocean Initiative, McCauley says, will be a collective of “sharp minds that are not afraid to get their hands dirty making ocean change happen.”
“This initiative is a bold statement by UC Santa Barbara to the world that we must redefine possibilities for creating change in academia,” McCauley continued.

“Universities must do more than studiously write up the obituary for the oceans. The Benioff Ocean Initiative is an experiment that will make universities themselves epicenters for change. In the case of the oceans, this is better late than never. This re-visioning of the responsibility of the university emulates the Benioffs’ progressive stance around corporations and business leaders taking on social and environmental issues.”

Ideation. Research. The fix. That’s the three-step process at the heart of Benioff Ocean Initiative, which begins by inviting the global public to identify ocean issues that need solving by submitting ideas online. From each round of crowdsourcing one top idea will be selected by the initiative’s team of marine scientists, who will then, McCauley said, kick start the process of “doing what science does best — study the heck out of the problem.”

The initiative will assemble and fund a team of global experts to intensely research a solution to selected problems. During a subsequent research summit at UCSB, scientists on the team will share what they’ve learned and collaboratively design a best fix for the problem.

Then the best part: bringing that fix to life.

Benioff Ocean Initiative staff and the ocean scientists behind each solution will “work together to build the device, write the code or invent the tech needed to solve the ocean problem,” McCauley said. “A million dollars will be invested in putting each fix into place. And every fix that comes out of the Benioff Ocean Initiative will be designed so that these successes can be replicated as widely as possible.”
One Family, Civically Engaged

Gift from Adishian family gives UCSB’s American Presidency Project a major boost

During his junior year of college, David G. Adishian ’89 sat in his Isla Vista apartment and turned on his Macintosh computer. He was typing out an application for an internship in Washington D.C., a program designed to expose students to life and work in the nation’s capital. For 21 year-old Adishian, the Capitol Hill Program (now UCDC Program) promised a world of exciting opportunities.

David's acceptance into the program plucked him out of the relaxed, summer days on Del Playa to the bustling activity of the Securities and Exchange Commission. His appointment to the Office of Economic Analysis was a far cry from his Manhattan Beach roots, and suddenly Adishian found himself working with some of the nation’s top Ivy League students. That summer made a lasting impression, Adishian reflects, and set him on a path to remain civically active throughout his lifetime.

Years later and eager to reconnect with his alma mater, Adishian returned to UCSB, where he was nominated to the Foundation Board of Trustees in 2003. He’s played an active role ever since, partnering with trustees to help promote the university and assist in raising private donations to drive the institution forward.

Lately, the Adishians have been looking to do even more.

“We’ve realized at each point in our lives that we can play a role, no matter how big or small … in doing something that’s meaningful to us and hopefully others.”

Through a $25,000 gift, Adishian hopes to bring some well-deserved attention to the APP, allowing its developers to innovate and expand the website as they see fit. Its co-creators — John T. Woolley, UCSB professor of political science and Gerhard Peters, a Citrus College professor of political science — couldn’t be happier.

“[With the Adishians’ gift,] we’ll have a newly-designed website that will take all the disparate pieces over the years and put them all into one gorgeous structure,” Woolley says. “It’s a user-friendly resource for accessing terribly important documents,” he adds.
The Adishians’ gift will also enable Woolley to hire employees to collect and design the APP site as its popularity grows.

“The first time I heard about the APP was in my high school AP Government class,” says alumna Caitlin Nguyen ’16. “We used it as a resource for class and looked at [presidential] speeches, videos, and transcripts of speeches and addresses.”

Since high school, Nguyen has had a long-lasting love affair with the APP, utilizing it for her political science papers and projects, and reviewing maps of how each state voted during critical elections.

This year’s election is no exception: “People are interested in presidency and government,” she asserts. “The APP] is valuable for people who are trying to find their own political voice.”

Politics aside, both Adishian and Nguyen remain civically engaged with programs that are meaningful to them, pointing toward a trend among Gauchos from all generations: the desire to make a difference in the “social fabric of society.”

And for the Adishian family, their investment in the APP does just that.
Paying it Forward
Alumna Teresa Burns Gunther creates a scholarship that expands opportunities

On a deck situated 20 feet from the beach, Teresa Burns Gunther ’79 rearranges a few chairs and takes a seat. Even with the summertime sun and the ocean’s tempo, you can sense that Teresa has something important to say. Slowly, she shifts into a reflective tone.

“It’s a travesty that we don’t see it as a responsibility to educate our young people,” she observes. “I think it’s all our responsibility to give, and to share, and to be good citizens.”

Teresa’s statement is part of a larger conversation, one that concerns the future of higher education and its affordability. Having grown up in a household of 10 and enrolling in junior college, Teresa knows about the price of education. She transferred from junior college to UC Santa Barbara, working her way through college with part-time jobs, small grants and work study programs. These opportunities enabled her to explore dance and math, and ultimately select an environmental studies major because she “wanted to save the world!” she jokes.

Teresa’s enthusiasm for education and environmental sustainability continued, motivating her to obtain a master’s degree in environmental management and run her own environmental consulting firm. After several years, she returned to her creative spirit (something Teresa nurtured as a UCSB undergraduate) and pivoted to a career in creative writing. She is now a published author and writing teacher, and founder of Lakeshore Writers Workshop, which offers creative writing workshops and classes in the San Francisco Bay area. Altogether, Teresa ascribes much of her success to educational opportunity.

“The idea of paying it forward, of providing financial assistance to earnest students, is an important one for Teresa. She wants students to experience the benefits she enjoyed as a young college student, whose parents’ income precluded her from receiving financial aid but couldn’t pay for her education. It’s what inspired her to establish The California Scholars Promise Fund at UCSB, a scholarship uniquely tailored to target a specific demographic.

The Promise Fund designates a preference for California residents (including first-generation and transfer students) “who have demonstrated financial need but who don’t otherwise meet the qualifications to receive UC financial aid.” In other words, students from middle-income backgrounds — students she believes are being left out by the rising cost of education. The scholarship supports students from families who, as Teresa points out, “work hard, pay taxes and play by the rules,” with the expectation that their conduct will be rewarded through support for their children’s education.

The Promise Fund, and others like it, represents a progressive trend among higher education institutions — namely, the desire to offer affordable education to families from varied circumstances. Teresa is positioned right at the heart of the issue, sharing concerns about future generations and simultaneously buoying a sense of hope, too.

“These are the people we’re going to live with,” says Teresa, “the community we’re going to build, the people our children are going to marry. We have to participate in shaping the future by supporting a meritocracy of our diverse and talented citizenry.

And if you can’t give, do.”

Fortunately for UCSB, Teresa abides by both.
Giving to Givers

UCSB First awards grants to student organizations with philanthropic plans

Staying true to its central mission to help build a culture of giving on campus, the philanthropically focused student group UCSB First dispensed $4,250 in grants during its 2016 Philanthropy Awards Dinner. The recipients: fellow student organizations with altruism at heart.

The 11 grantees ranged from Dance Marathon, an annual event on campus that raises money for Cottage Children’s Hospital, to Swipe Out Hunger, which collects donated “swipes” from student meal cards and distributes them to those in need.

“We are grateful for our donors, and we can’t wait to see where this grant money takes the receiving organizations,” UCSB First co-chair Madison Frame said following the event. “We hope that everyone left the awards dinner feeling proud of the work they’re doing in the community and motivated to continue their philanthropic efforts.”

UCSB First donor Gary Erickson, an alumnus and trustee who has mentored the student philanthropy group, agreed. “UCSB First has been highly successful in encouraging UCSB students to embrace the important role of philanthropy both on campus and in the community,” said Erickson ’63. “Their awards dinner has made direct grant awards to campus-based groups who have provided important charitable services to local, national and international organizations.”

Grants of $250 each were awarded to Kappa Kappa Gamma, Greeks 4 Kids, Gamma Zeta Alpha, Dance Marathon, and Swipe Out Hunger. Six organizations each received awards of $500: Love Your Melon, Queer Art Collective, Global Medical Brigades, ZBT, Street Health Outreach, and Phi Delta Epsilon.

“I’m excited to see this program grow and continue to expand,” said Megan Jones, UCSB First co-chair. “During the event, one of our speakers referenced a meaningful quote about philanthropy that resonated with me. I feel these words embody the message of UCSB First and the message of the evening: ‘A society grows great when you plant trees whose shade you’ll never sit in.’”

UCSB First boasts an all-student staff overseen by the UCSB Office of Development, with mentorship from the UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees. The board has been instrumental in helping UCSB First raise money for the endowment funds for its awards.

Launched in 2010, UCSB First was founded on the belief that engaging current students around philanthropic ideals is the best way to ensure that future alumni are philanthropically inclined. The nearly all-volunteer organization also aims to be a hub for all such student activity through its endowment to support philanthropic efforts on campus.
In Their Words

Gauchos discuss private giving’s invaluable boost to their educational pursuits

SARAH AMIRI, CLASS OF 2017
College of Creative Studies (marine biology)
Gene Lucas Scholar

The Gene Lucas Scholarship came when I really needed it the most. I have huge respect for anyone who helps out students, especially when you’re non-traditional as I am, having come to undergraduate older than most. I’m very thankful. The scholarship has helped me in so many ways, and it also allowed me to buy some lab and field equipment that I really needed for my research on phytoplankton.

I have a very set trajectory for myself to go on to graduate school, and this support will help me get there. I have so much respect for people who give to help a student — or several students — in a time of need. Philanthropy is amazing.

PAUL WARDEN, PHD CLASS OF 2017
Department of History
Emil Steck, Jr. Fellow

I received the Emil Steck, Jr. Fellowship my first year at UCSB. With that support I was able to do a lengthy research trip to New Orleans, which gave me the time to really examine, ingest, chew on and think about what I was researching rather than just being in a mad dash to fulfill requirements for a paper. And it resulted in a journal article that’s been approved for publication.

Being a student, being a father and having two students in the household (my wife is also a doctoral student of history), I couldn’t have done it without the fellowship. These generous donations to the university do more than just help students with research; as a recipient it gives you a sense that you have value, that there is someone out there who understands that humanities are important and that critical thinking and building those kinds of scholars is important. It makes a huge difference.

I look forward to one day being in a position to give someone else the kind of opportunities I’ve had with this fellowship. Awards like this give you some wind beneath your sails. They generate optimism. And they’re a chance for us to be reminded of how much support we get from outside the university, too.
High Risk, High Reward

UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee Thomas Harriman supports UCSB’s Brain Initiative

“I’ve spent most of my life doing things that people said couldn’t be done.”

Spoken with confidence — and like a true pioneer. That’s Thomas Harriman for you.

The Buffalo-born son of a commercial banker, he was studying at Dartmouth to be an international investment banker when World War II changed everything. Inspired by Franklin D. Roosevelt’s call, following the German blitzkrieg of France in 1940, for the U.S. to produce 50,000 military airplanes, Harriman changed course to pursue aeronautical engineering at MIT.

Going on to work in the helicopter development group at Bell Aircraft, Harriman played a key role in the company securing the world’s first commercial production-type certificate for helicopters. Later segueing to electronics, Harriman became the senior technical officer of an electronics conglomerate, helping it grow beyond doorbell circuitry to innovation of the now-ubiquitous high-resolution color monitors.

“My whole career has been figuring out how to do what would really be game changing, and getting people smarter than me to do it,” said Harriman, technically retired but still working hard. A trustee of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation, he is still following his never-quit template for innovation, as a driving and generous supporting force behind UCSB’s Brain Initiative. The ambitious endeavor to solve the mysteries of the brain features marquee researchers from all disciplines.

Inspired by and partly modeled after the federal BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies) Initiative, the UCSB effort aims to catalyze discovery and innovation in neuroscience by fostering collaborative brain research. The initiative’s major focuses include concussion and traumatic brain injury, the invention of new brain-imaging technologies, detailed elucidation of brain function and the development of new strategies to address an array of neurological conditions. One overarching goal of the undertaking is to ultimately pull all its varied work together into a high-powered neural computing center.

According to Kenneth S. Kosik, the Harriman Chair in Neuroscience Research at UCSB, and director of the growing initiative, neuroscience as a field of study requires a campus-wide approach. “It’s not in one department,” Kosik has said. “It extends from the Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences to the College of Engineering to the social sciences and the humanities — because we have to think of the implications of neuroscience as well.”

Harriman couldn’t agree more. He and Kosik were collaborators on an earlier community initiative, since discontinued, a professional outpatient clinic for evaluation and treatment of mild cognitive impairment. With this new endeavor, they’re shooting for the stars, aiming to innovate techniques to fight even the toughest brain problems, such as Alzheimer’s.

“We knew it needed to go back to research to come up with something that looks more like a cure,” Harriman said. “Like investing, high risk demands high reward. And the reward is huge with what we’re trying to do — better outcomes in treatment of cognitive impairment at drastically reduced cost.”
The Early Innovator

Entrepreneur Richard Auhll advances campus success

Strolling across the UC Santa Barbara campus, Richard Auhll narrates the contents of his impressive resume. He makes it sound easy, casually listing his degrees from the University of Michigan, Stanford University and Harvard University in the same sentence.

“My goal was not to earn advanced degrees, but rather to be an active aerospace engineer,” he reflects.

Auhll’s progress from aerospace engineering to entrepreneurism is a unique one, his years defined by a fair amount of “brashness and a lot of persistence.” Just out of Michigan, Richard obtained his dream job as a rocket engineer in the Advanced Design Group of United Technologies Corporation’s Rocket Division on the San Francisco peninsula. After a few years, the company sponsored Auhll’s M.S. Aerospace Engineering degree from Stanford University on a part-time basis.

With an M.S. in hand, Richard was promoted to program development manager and experienced the stimulating combination of engineering and management, which ultimately inspired him to pursue an MBA from Harvard Business School. There his objective evolved to “running a high-tech company on the West Coast.”

“At the time, most graduates from Harvard Business School went on to Wall Street, product management or management consulting,” he says. “Entrepreneurism was not a hot topic then and Silicon Valley was in early development.”

At just 27 years old, Richard persuaded the chairman of a NYSE company to let him run an eight-person subsidiary company in Santa Barbara. The company, Circon Corporation, proved to be Richard’s ticket to success: as president and chairman several years later, Richard secured financing to purchase the company. His leadership philosophy of “focusing on the opportunities and not the risks” also led to profitability. Under Auhll’s leadership, Circon converted its industrial tool product line into the world’s smallest surgical instruments. Thirty years of Auhll’s management led to Circon becoming the largest U.S. producer of medical endoscope and color video systems.

In the 1990s, Auhll became acquainted with a profusion of engineers and entrepreneurs from UC Santa Barbara. The College of Engineering (COE) was offering up a dynamic curriculum at the time, and it was destined to lead the charge in advancing knowledge and technology. Richard, a new member of the Dean’s Board of Advisors, realized that the dean needed flexible resources in order to support the burgeoning program. He sought to address the problem in 1995 by establishing the Richard A. Auhll Professor and Dean of Engineering Endowed Chair. The dean’s chair provides current-use funding for the college’s unmet needs, and since was integral to recruiting two top-notch deans.

Over the next few years, Auhll continued his relationship with the university and was engaged in other disciplines across campus. He discovered “one of the secrets behind UCSB’s success,” which, he says, is the “cooperative and collegial atmosphere between the departments.” Auhll’s philanthropy thus expanded beyond the College of Engineering and into other areas on campus. He created the Richard A. Auhll Student Center and supports cultural programs such as the Santa Barbara Student Dance Company and Arts & Lectures.

Richard has emerged as one of UCSB’s longtime leaders, serving as an active member of the COE Dean’s Cabinet, a UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustee and former foundation chairman. His involvement with the university reveals Richard’s enduring loyalty, the ever-persistent engineer who is committed to starting new projects and then seeing them through.

“MAKING MONEY WAS NOT MY PRIME OBJECTIVE,” RICHARD REFLECTS. “IT WAS THE FUN, THE FREEDOM TO PERFORM, AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW WHAT I COULD DO.”

And indeed, Auhll’s life is a testament to this philosophy. He is both innovator and businessman, builder and sustainer.
In Memory of Mom
Alumni donor Adrian Griggs celebrates late wife with gift to women’s soccer

Adrian Griggs ’88 had long thought about engaging philanthropically with his alma mater. When his daughter became a Gaucho herself he finally knew how he wanted to do it.

In honor of his late wife, Kristin Martinez, whom he met during their shared years at UC Santa Barbara, Adrian donated $100,000 to the UCSB Women’s Soccer team. A portion of the donation served as the lead gift for the recently completed women’s soccer team room renovation. In addition, the gift will provide seed money for a planned women’s soccer team trip abroad next summer. Daughter Dakota, a fourth-year UCSB student, is a standout starting midfielder for the Gauchos.

“I’ve always wanted to do something with the university but never found anything that felt as compelling as participating in the soccer program through Dakota, especially thinking of her mom,” said Adrian, recalling Kristin, who died of lung cancer in 2009. The couple also had a son, Austin, now 23. “The contribution and team room is in Kristin’s name as a legacy for the kids that they could see in person, in a physical form, and think of their mom. It’s a nice way to benefit the school, the soccer program and recognize my late wife.”

“She was the ultimate soccer mom in terms of always being there for and with her kids, and helping them get where they wanted to be,” Adrian added of his philanthropic tribute to Kristin, who worked on campus as an undergraduate and served as president of her sorority, Delta Gamma.

For Adrian, who studied business economics as a Gaucho, UCSB not only set him up for a fruitful family life — it also provided him a solid foundation in all things professional and social.

“When you end up reconnecting you truly realize the value that you personally received from your time at UCSB,” he said. “The education is obviously very valuable and really important, but the one thing that resonates with me still to this day is not only what UCSB brings in terms of the educational component, but also the social — the interconnectivity of students with each other, with the university and even with the community of Santa Barbara. You walk out of there as an adult ready to contribute to society. UCSB is special in that way. The whole experience is second to none.”
Bold, Innovative Solutions

Led by UCSB, the TomKat UC Carbon Neutrality Project will combat climate change

With a $300,000 gift from the TomKat Foundation, established by Tom Steyer and Kathryn Taylor, the University of California in June 2016 launched the TomKat UC Carbon Neutrality Project. The systemwide endeavor being managed and coordinated from UC Santa Barbara seeks to develop and deploy solutions to the challenges of climate change.

UCSB’s Institute for Energy Efficiency will lead the project in partnership with the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis, capitalizing on the vast resources and research of the entire UC system to advance the university’s continued commitment to carbon neutrality and sustainability. The effort also will advance UC’s Carbon Neutrality Initiative, which aims to eliminate the use of fossil fuels through major investments in energy efficiency, behavioral incentives, the development of alternatives to natural gas and the widespread deployment of renewable energy.

“The University of California is a global leader in developing the bold, innovative solutions that will solve the climate crisis,” Steyer said. “I’m proud to support UC Santa Barbara’s leadership on clean energy and UC’s goal of achieving zero net greenhouse gas emissions by 2025.”

With generous support from the TomKat Foundation, the project will bring together working groups of researchers, practitioners and students with wide-ranging areas of expertise and from diverse disciplines.

“We are deeply grateful to Tom Steyer, Kathryn Taylor and the TomKat Foundation for their visionary and inspirational gift, which aims not only to advance research and education in the area of climate change, but also to find solutions for the benefit of our global society,” said UCSB Chancellor Henry T. Yang. “As a leader in sustainability, UC Santa Barbara is honored to host this exciting project and to work collaboratively with the Office of the President and our sister UC campuses.”

Said UCSB’s David Auston, who is the project director and a member of the UC Global Climate Change Leadership Council, “The project will assemble multi-disciplinary teams of leading experts, each dedicated to finding solutions to the most challenging aspects of climate change. It’s a terrific model with the potential for great impact that extends beyond the UC System when scaled and exported to the state, national and global levels.”

Established in 2008, the TomKat Foundation creates and partners with innovative organizations that envision a world with climate stability, a healthy and just food system, and broad prosperity. The TomKat Foundation believes that understanding the relationships between our financial practices, the impact of our energy usage and the methods by which our food is raised and consumed is critical to the success of sustaining a healthy planet that is able to support generations to come.
Awakening History, Sharing Wisdom

Juliane Heyman supports Jewish Studies through a permanent endowment

Ninety-one year-old Juliane Heyman is a doer. Her life is a collection of events that delivered her from war-torn Europe to the salvation of a free country. Her life is the lives of hundreds of people combined into one.

And yet Heyman maintains an unsettling simplicity.

“I had no idea what everything was leading to,” she reflects. “Anything that sounded interesting I would do.”

In 1933, Heyman’s childhood changed dramatically. Her Jewish heritage put her in serious danger, forcing her family to flee Poland, then Belgium, then cross the French border by foot. It became a rhythm of continual escapes, marked by dark nights and silent journeys.

Once when Juliane and her brother Lothar were walking in France, Nazi soldiers confronted them at gunpoint. “Are you Jewish?” they asked in German. The soldiers just stood there, waiting for a response from the children. Lothar’s immovable stance supplied the courage they needed, and together they pretended not to understand German.

“[My brother] was my protector,” Juliane reflects. “I couldn’t show that I was afraid. That’s what you learn going through this.”

For all the painful memories of the past, Heyman conjures a patchwork of colorful memories, too — memories of her first arrival to the United States and those years at Barnard College and UC Berkeley; memories of a dull receptionist job for the Forest Service and training Peace Corps Volunteers for overseas service; and an abundance of memories from her travels around the world.

“It was not common at that time for a 26 year-old woman to travel alone,” Heyman writes in her autobiography From Rucksack to Backpack: A Young Woman’s Journey in a Newly Evolving World. “My parents in California and some friends were not happy with my decision. I didn’t care; I was going to do this with or without anyone else.”

In fact, Juliane’s spirit of adventure and remarkable resilience persist today. She chuckles thinking about her arrival in New York, which was not only a relief but the beginning of “culture shock” as it’s known today. Her experience presses her to echo the same message to those who will hear it: “There’s nothing like living and working in a place to give you real exposure.”

The concept of cultural exposure is something deeply important to Heyman. Since arriving in Santa Barbara, she has forged close connections with UC Santa Barbara, enjoying its intellectual offerings through the Capps Center and Interdisciplinary Humanities Center (IHC). Of particular interest is the Taubman Symposia in Jewish Studies, which attracts leading artists, scholars and activists engaged in work related to the Jewish experience. For Juliane Heyman, these programs are entirely worthy of her support.

In 2005, Juliane augmented her giving to UCSB by establishing the Martha Heyman Franck Endowed Fund for Jewish Studies in honor of her late mother. Martha Heyman Franck was an incredible woman, Juliane shares, and always believed in the value of education. As a woman with a Ph.D. in law (a combination unheard of at the time), Martha Heyman Franck left a lasting impression.

“I never stop learning,” says Juliane. It’s something she’s absorbed from her mother, and a phrase that perfectly captures her curious spirit.

Through the Franck Endowed Fund, Heyman hopes to illuminate wisdom gleaned from our collective past. “In
general, people don’t learn from their history,” she says. “People want to reinvent instead of looking back to see what’s been done.” It’s a tragic cycle of unnecessary duplications, she observes.

The endowed gift is meant to merge the past with the present — to help expand UCSB’s curriculum in Jewish studies by promoting international exchanges, supporting research and recruiting new faculty and graduate students to UCSB. It will serve to drive learning forward, exposing students to ideas and perspectives that they might otherwise lack.

And perhaps the fund will yield pleasant results in the end, encouraging students to think a little bit more like Juliane Heyman: “I looked forward to the adventure,” she writes, “even though they had warned me that it would be a rough trip into the unknown.”
The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara has been an amazing success, increasing annual fundraising totals by over 100%! As we reflect upon all that has transpired, we celebrate how we matured as a university fundraising program, how we’ve expanded our outreach and we embrace the continued advancement of private support for the campus. We celebrate the impact that philanthropy has made in supporting all our campus citizens in a myriad of ways—from students to faculty, to transforming the physical landscape, to enhancing academic research and programming, to elevating UCSB’s reputation around the world.

Most importantly, we look to the people who were — and remain — at the heart of the Campaign: the committed volunteers who devoted countless hours to planning and executing fundraising activities; the philanthropists who believe in this university and have invested in its success; the faculty whose scholarship brings us notoriety; the staff whose commitment to UCSB is evidenced each day; the students whose ambition and intelligence makes for a dynamic experience; and the alumni who remain proud Gauchos, serving as lifelong advocates for this university.

For the people at the heart of this Campaign, we express a sincere “Thank you”. It is because of you that we have collectively made a difference.

Together, let’s continue expanding possibilities.

Beverly Colgate
Associate Vice Chancellor, Development

The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara was built on five important pillars:

- Educating Citizens for California and a Global Society
- Inventing the Future by Fueling New Discoveries
- Developing Solutions for a Sustainable World
- Enhancing Culture and Community
- Cultivating Leaders and Champions

Through the eyes of a student, here’s how the Campaign has transformed the UC Santa Barbara experience.
Educating Citizens for California and a Global Society

In early autumn, Convocation draws a new class of students onto the lawn overlooking UCSB’s lagoon. Students arrive not just for the degree, but to change the future for the better.

Over the course of The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara, UCSB received $100M in student support, which assists students on many fronts including studying abroad to expand their global perspectives.
For many students, starting college means moving into residence halls and sharing small spaces with strangers; it means learning to find new coffee shops, eateries and places to study on campus. Luckily, Campaign funding has helped to enhance the places where students live and learn by investing in Isla Vista, offering affordable programs, and inviting prominent, visiting lecturers to campus.
Developing Solutions for a Sustainable World

During their time at UCSB, students experience what it means to be a top Green School, participating in recycling programs and learning to navigate the campus by bike. The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara has inspired students to seek solutions for a sustainable future by providing opportunities to conduct important research. Millions have been invested in undergraduate research programs over the course of the Campaign.
New discoveries happen when students think creatively and solve problems through multidisciplinary lenses. This is often the case during students’ final years at UCSB — when they’re entrenched in their studies and forging important, intellectual partnerships. The Campaign has helped fuel new discoveries by investing in collaborative initiatives.
Cultivating Leaders and Champions

Commencement represents students’ departures from UCSB and their launch into a world of possibilities. With 8 out of 10 alumni reporting job satisfaction in their full-time employment, we’re confident that UCSB’s Gauchos are going on to become some of the world’s top leaders and champions. In fact, alumni annual giving has continued to increase during the course of the Campaign, indicating an upward trend in alumni engagement and leadership.
We celebrate our Campaign volunteers

**Campaign Co-chairs**

Lady Leslie Ridley Tree H’12, Santa Barbara
Jeff Henley ‘66, Santa Barbara
Michael Douglas ‘68, New York (Honorary)

**Campaign Steering Committee**

William R. Rauth III ’66, Newport Beach, Co-chair, Phase I
Lynn P. Reitnouer* ’55, Los Angeles, Co-chair, Phase I
Jeff Henley ’66, Santa Barbara, Co-chair, Phase I
Lady Leslie Ridley Tree H’12, Santa Barbara, Co-chair, Phase II
Mark Bertelsen ’66, Palo Alto

Marcy Carsey H’04, Studio City
Steve Cooper ’68, La Quinta
Fred Gluck, Santa Barbara
Blair Hull ’65, Chicago
Fred Kavli* H’05, Santa Barbara
Steve Mendell ‘63, San Diego

**Campaign National Committee**

Richard A. Auhll, Santa Barbara, Co-chair
Roger Haughton ’69, San Francisco, Co-chair
Jan Alpert ’68, Holland, MI
Itzik Barpal PHD ’70, Tampa
Tom Bruggere ’68, Portland

Jim Haden ’69, Washington DC
Blair Hull ’65, Chicago
Giandomenico Picco ’72, New York
Phillip L. Spector ’72, Washington DC
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77, New York
Joseph Wilson ’72, Washington DC
Northern California Bay Area Committee

Scott Draper ’87, Chair
Ralph Garcia, Jr. ’83, Chair
Steve Cooper ’68, Past Chair
Bill Dinsmore ’68, Past Chair
Susan Worster ’70, Past Chair
Jim Barber* ’67
Mark Bertelsen ’66
Ian Blue ’10
Rick Bocci
Paul Bohan ’86
Luanne Raznick Bradley ’81
Sandi Bragar ’93
Richard (Dick) Breaux ’67
Don Carlson ’74
Dr. John Hamilton Clark ’71
Steve & Linda Crowe
Roger ’69 & Judy ’70 Haughton
Amy Hoffman ’87
Janice Jagelski ’87
Dorcas Kelley ’84
Jeff Kragel ’04
Jack Krouskup ’71
Lorin Letendre ’68
Renee Welze Livingston ’82
Mark Martella ’87
Jeanette Morgan ’89
Louise Pahl ’77
Phil Reiner ’98
Ron Rubenstein ’66
Byron Scordelis
Jack Jenkins-Stark ’73
Greg Vogel ’94
Tim Wilson
William & Sally Wilson
Dr. Stephen Zweig ’74
Honorary (Phase I)
Rick Aster* ’63, ’65
William K. Bowes, Jr. H’13
Jay Cohen ’84
Janet Dinsmore
Bill Garlock ’71
Jeff Henley ’66
John A. Hinman II ’71
William “Pitch” Johnson
Jack & Ruth ’66 Lemein
Cameron Lorentz ’78
Cathy McMurry ’79
Sunne McPeak ’70
Danelle Storm Rosati ’77
Dr. Robert Scalapino* ’40
Gordon & Elizabeth Smith
Craig & Jane Williams

Los Angeles Committee

Gary E. Erickson ’63, Co-chair
Wendy Purcell ’84, Co-chair
Lynn* ’55 & Winnie ’54 Reitnouer (Past Chairs)
David ’89 & Lena Adishian
Art Auerbach ’87
Ryan Barncastle ’01
Claudia Brown ’79
Robert A. Grantham ’75
David Huff ’89
Rob Jupille ’89
Moses & DeDe Lebovits
R. Marilyn Lee ’69
Jamie McCrary ’90
Joel Raznick ’81
Steve Savitsky ’87
Harvey* ’47 & Hope Schechter
Tony Tolbert ’82
Larry Webb ’87
Katy Woods
Honorary (Phase I)
Aaron* & Cherie Raznick H’88
Marcy Carsey H’04
Bruce Corwin H’97
Scott Frank ’82
Lee & Elizabeth ’77 Gabler
Bob Kahan ’66
Mark Schwartz ’84
Ken Wilton

* deceased
Orange County Committee

John Dobrott, Co-Chair
Eric Fults ’87, Co-Chair
Chris Fletcher ’77, Past Chair
Ralph J. Simmonds ’78, Past Chair
Bill Thormahlen ‘77, Past Chair
Marc Ackerman ’94
Kristin Baren ’87
Richard A. Gadbois III ’79
Dennis Ghan ’74
Lisa Hartung ’98
Chris Manderson ’91
Anne McInnis ’69

Brett Moody ’92
Dan Neyenhuis ’67
Paul Sams ’92
Casey Sbicca ’07
Susan Sirota ’79
Paul Viviano ’75

Honorary (Phase I)

Steve ’71 & Deborah ’72 Ginder
Ken Khachigian ’66
William R. Rauth III ’66

San Diego Committee

Steve Mendell ’63, Co-Chair
Phil White ’84, Co-Chair
David Bork ’94
Craig Cummings ’72
Janie Emerson ’69
Mark Folella ’82
Drew Hutton ’83
Dana L. King ’77
Frederic Link ’65

Brian Maienschein ’91
Simon Malk ’93
Robert ’62 & Jeannine ’63 Nida
Eliot ’00 & Stephanie ’01 Peters
Ann Katrin Petersen

Honorary (Phase I)
Jay Jeffcoat ’67
New York Committee

John Arnhold ’75, Chair
Bruce Wilcox ’77, Past Chair
Stephanie Brower ’09
Tim Coleman ’76
Michael Coyle ’88
Josh Elliott ’93
Eva Haller
Dr. R. Michael Koch ’89
Chris Ludeman ’80
Karen Macleod ’85

Washington D.C. Committee

Phil Spector ’72, Chair
Ian Blue ’10
Paul Boyle ’84
Gwen Brown ’71
Rose Cohen ’87
Marc Grossman ’73
Karen Irish ’89
Damon Jones ’93
Grace Lee ’94
Jennifer Pharaoh ’82
Phil Reiner ’98
Paul Sweet ’69
Linda Ulrich ’83
Marie Williams ’89
April 8, 2016 marked UCSB’s first-ever Give Day, an opportunity for Gauchos to unite in the digital space and support the university like never before. This was a milestone event for UCSB, representing the first campuswide, digital campaign and its unprecedented outreach to our alumni.

Give Day represents the culmination of The Campaign for UC Santa Barbara, the apex of a movement that has reconnected and reignited the UCSB community.

- **30%** increase in new donors with alumni comprising 83% of this new contingent
- **31%** total gifts from alumni who have graduated since 2000
- **41%** gifts from first-time donors

$1,535,720 raised for academics

$1,622,851 raised for general support

$357,437 raised for student life

$3.7 M raised!
Five Things We Learned About Gauchos on Give Day

1. Gauchos are GLOBAL
Through social media channels, Give Day sparked an ongoing dialogue between Gauchos and their university. Today Gauchos can stay connected like never before, dynamically engaging in our global network.

2. Gauchos are SOCIAL
Give Day revealed that UCSB truly matters to our Gaucho community, whose Facebook and Twitter posts exceeded 100,000 on this single day.

3. Gauchos are GENEROUS
Give Day showed that the Gaucho spirit continues to thrive, inspiring 1,268 individuals to donate on a single day.

4. Gauchos are TEAM PLAYERS
Give Day exemplified the power of community: a day to prove that every contribution counts, and that this cumulative impact generates a force that will drive change.

5. Gauchos are VISIONARIES
Give Day was a collective movement that revealed a shared belief in the importance of taking action. No act of generosity is too small, and Gauchos took part in a day that is sure to expand possibilities for future generations of Gauchos.
“Don’t you want to do everything better than USC? Because I do.”

That’s UC Santa Barbara alumnus Eliot Peters ’00 posing a rhetorical question to fellow Gauchos, past and present, as he wondered whether lighting a competitive fire would stoke more robust philanthropic participation.

“Times have changed and state support has been cut so much that UCSB is a public university almost in name only,” said Peters, of San Diego, who earned his degree in business economics with an emphasis in accounting. “It’s not cheap, but it’s still a far less expensive option, and a great one. Certainly you’ll benefit your whole life from having come to a great program that didn’t completely burden you with debt. Don’t you want to keep that alive for other students?”

A desire to preserve and bolster that opportunity for future UCSB alumni is what prompted Peters and his wife, Stephanie ’01, who also studied economics (that’s how they met) to start giving to the campus. Since 2007 the couple, who sit on the San Diego Campaign Committee, has supported UCSB’s economics-accounting program, which they say prepared them well for the profession — and placed them in jobs before they’d even graduated.

“UCSB is such an amazing school,” Stephanie Peters said. “Since we graduated so many wonderful things have happened there — architecturally, in programs, in the majors — to keep it successful and make it more successful. We hope that our giving will encourage other alumni to give back and help future Gauchos.”
All Abroad!

Marie Williams ‘89 espouses the benefits of studying abroad — and supports the program that makes it possible

For 1989 UC Santa Barbara graduate Marie Williams, the Gaucho years were completely life-changing — especially that one year she wasn’t actually on campus.

Williams credits her experience studying and living in Germany, via UCSB’s Education Abroad Program (EAP), with the global perspective so crucial to her career in the hospitality industry. And with her relentless penchant for travel.

“I knew it would be an adventure, but what I didn’t anticipate was how it would infect me with this bug — to want to keep having that experience,” said Williams, senior director of technology strategy and planning for global operations at Marriott International, and a trustee of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation, serving as co-chair of the Washington D.C. Campaign Committee. “Any time I go to an event for UCSB, I always talk about EAP and promote it as an amazing, phenomenal, once-in-a-lifetime experience.”

Williams, a member of the Alumni Association Board of directors, also enables current UCSB students to have just such experiences themselves with her longtime, devoted sponsorship of the program. Working closely with UCSB EAP, Williams serves on the EAP Ambassador leadership team. She has become something of an EAP evangelist, lauding the cultural eye-opening it affords, as well as the transferrable skills.

“There’s this understanding of other people, and other cultures, being willing to find solutions — and an interest in other people,” Williams said. “I’ve been able to leverage all of that. But even more so, I have consciously sought out a global career. EAP absolutely changed my life.”

To show her gratitude to the campus she said catalyzed that change, this proud alumna employs some serious generosity. In addition to her support for EAP, Williams gives to the UCSB Alumni Founders Circle and the Economics Fund for Excellence, to name a few.

“People that go to school at UCSB, people who work there, people who care about UCSB — they’re special,” Williams said. “They’re easy to hang out with and they’re friendly and they’re interesting. They’re all of those things, and that’s the Gaucho world. We have phenomenal, fascinating alumni.”
RECOGNIZING DISTINCTION

/ ENDOWED CHAIRS

/ ENDOWED FELLOWSHIPS

/ ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS

/ SOCIETIES AND SUPPORTERS
Endowed chairs honor exceptional faculty members for their contributions to academia, and are crucial in sustaining UC Santa Barbara’s excellence. The following benefactors, by establishing endowed chairs in various areas, have made a permanent investment in the future of UC Santa Barbara.

Reflects fiscal year 2016 chair holders

**CAMPUS-WIDE**

Edward A. Dickson Emeriti Professorship
University of California Presidential Chair
Edward A. Dickson, Donor
Arthur Sylvester, Dickson Emeriti Professor

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster I
Campuswide (Systems Biology Initiative, College of Engineering 2003-2018)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Cheryl Briggs, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Jamey Marth, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Otger Campas, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Samir Mitragotri, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster II
Campuswide (Globalization Initiative, College of Letters & Science 2008-2023)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Janet Afary, Mellichamp Professor of Global Religion and Modernisms
Michael Curtin, Mellichamp Professor of Global and Media Representations
Jan Nederveen Pieterse, Mellichamp Professor of Transnational Civil Society Networks
Alison Brysk, Mellichamp Professor of Global and International Studies Program

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster III
Campuswide (Sustainability Initiative)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Susannah Scott, Mellichamp Professor of Global and International Studies Program
Mahdi Abu-Omar, Mellichamp Professor

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

Eugene Aas Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ‘66/67, Donors

ALCOA Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
The Aluminum Company of America, Donor
Tresa Pollock, ALCOA Professor of High Tech Materials

Richard A. Auhll Professorship and Dean’s Chair in Engineering
College of Engineering
Richard A. Auhll, Donor
Rod Alferness, Dean and Auhll Professor for the College of Engineering

Cree Chair in Solid State Lighting and Display
Department of Materials
Cree Inc., F. Neal Hunter, Prof. Umesh K. and Susan Mishra, and Prof. Steven P. DenBaars, Donors
Shuji Nakamura, Cree Professor of Solid State Lighting and Display
2014 Nobel Prize in Physics

Glen and Susanne Culler Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Zhu Family Foundation, Anonymous, Donors
Stefano Tesser, Culler Professor of Computer Science

Dolucia Family Chair in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tung and F. Lale Dolucia ’81, Donors
Mark Rodwell, Dolucia Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

**University of California Presidential Chair I**

University of California Presidential Chair II
Alan J. Heeger, Presidential Professor
2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

University of California Presidential Chair III

Duval Family Presidential Chair in Energy Efficiency
College of Engineering, Institute for Energy Efficiency
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80, Donors

The Tony Evans Chair in Structural Materials
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Various Donors
Robert McMeeking, Evans Professor of Structural Materials

Investment Group of Santa Barbara Founding Director of the Master’s of Technology Management Program and Duca Family Professor of Technology
Technology Management Program
Maurice J. Duca ’66, Donor
Paul Leonardi, Duca Family Professor of Technology Management

Christian A. Felipe Chair in Technology Management
Technology Management Program
Christian A. Felipe, Donor
Stephen Barley, Felipe Professor of Technology Management

Fred Kavli Chair in Nanotechnology
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor
John Bowers, Kavli Professor of Nanotechnology

Fred Kavli Chair in Optoelectronics and Sensors
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor
Larry Coldren, Kavli Professor of Optoelectronics

Edward Noble Kramer Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
Prof. Edward J.* and Gail W. Kramer, Donors
Rachel Segalman, Kramer Professor of Materials
The Herbert Kroemer Endowed Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors,
Anonymous Donors
Chris Van de Walle, Kroemer Professor of Materials Science

Leadership Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Anonymous, Donor
Richard Kemmerer, Leadership Professor of Computer Science

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Chair in Process Control
Department of Chemical Engineering
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Functional Materials
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Glenn Fredrickson, Mitsubishi Professor of Functional Materials

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Solid State Lighting and Display
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Steven F. DenBaars, Mitsubishi Professor of Solid State Lighting and Display

Venkatesh Narayananamurti Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Karl and Pamela Lopker ’73/’77, Donors
Xifeng Yan, Narayananamurti Professor of Computer Science

Warren and Katharine Schlinger Distinguished Professorship in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Dr. Warren G. and Katharine S. * Schlinger, Donors
L. Gary Leal, Schlinger Professor of Chemical Engineering

Seoul Optodevice Chair in Solid State Lighting
Department of Materials
Seoul Optodevice Corporation, Donor
James Speck, Seoul Optodevice Professor of Solid State Lighting

Donald W. Whittier Chair in Electrical Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Mericos Foundation, Donor
Umesh Mishra, Whittier Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred and Linda R. Wudl Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Prof. Fred and Dr. Linda R. Wudl, Donors

College of Letters & Science

Günter and June Ahlers Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Prof. Günter and June Ahlers, Donors
Andrew Cleland, Ahlers Professor in Experimental Physics

King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Chair in Islamic Studies
Department of History
The Saudi Royal Family, Donors
Adam Sabra, King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Professor of Islamic Studies

Alec P. Alexander Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter and Thelma Mead H’12, Donors

James and Sarah Argyropoulos Chair in Hellenic Studies
Department of Classics
James Argyropoulos, Sarah Argyropoulos, Donors
Helen Morales, Argyropoulos Professor of Hellenic Studies

Warren and Katharine Schlinger Distinguished Professorship in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Dr. Warren G. and Katharine S. * Schlinger, Donors
L. Gary Leal, Schlinger Professor of Chemical Engineering

Seoul Optodevice Chair in Solid State Lighting
Department of Materials
Seoul Optodevice Corporation, Donor
James Speck, Seoul Optodevice Professor of Solid State Lighting

Donald W. Whittier Chair in Electrical Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Mericos Foundation, Donor
Umesh Mishra, Whittier Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred and Linda R. Wudl Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Prof. Fred and Dr. Linda R. Wudl, Donors

John Carbon Chair in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Amgen Foundation, William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation, Rathmann Family Foundation, Donors
Jamey Marth, Carbon Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Virgil Cordano OFM Chair in Catholic Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Charles Schwab, Charles* and Harriet Burke, Richard and Marguerite Berti, and the Franciscan Friars, Donors
Ann Taves, Cordano Professor of Catholic Studies

Dorothy and Sherrill C. Corwin Chair in Music Composition
Department of Music
Bruce and Toni Corwin H’97, Donors
Clarence Barlow, Corwin Professor of Music Composition

The XIVth Dalai Lama Chair in Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Various Donors
José Ignacio Cabezón, XIVth Dalai Lama Professor of Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies

Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Chair
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Michael K. Douglas ’68, Donor
John Majewski, Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair I in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Robert and Trish Duggan, Donors
Denise Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair II in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Robert and Trish Duggan, Donors
Craig Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Endowed Chairs

Robert & Lisa Erickson Presidential Chair in English
Department of English
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Arnhold Foundation, Donors

Marsha and Jay Glazer Chair in Jewish Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Jay and Marsha Glazer, Donors
Elliott Wolfson, Glazer Professor of Jewish Studies

Jeff Henley Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09, Donors
Finn E. Kydland, Henley Professor of Economics
2004 Nobel Prize in Economics

Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Chair in Taiwan Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
The Taiwanese American Foundation of San Diego, Donor, Various Donors
Kuo-Ch’ing Tu, Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Professor of Taiwan Studies

Blair Hull Chair in Women’s Studies
Department of Feminist Studies
M. Blair Hull ’65, Donor
Eileen Boris, Hull Professor of Women’s Studies

Kundan Kaur Kapany Chair in Sikh Studies
Department of Global and International Studies
Dr. Narinder and Satinder Kapany, Donors
Mark Juergensmeyer, Kapany Professor of Sikh Studies

E. Khashoggi Industries, LLC Chair in Letters and Science
Department of Chemistry
Essam and Layla Khashoggi, Donors
Galen D. Stucky, Khashoggi Professor of Materials Chemistry

Louis G. Lancaster Chair in International Relations
Department of Political Science
Winifred Lancaster * H’89, Donor
J. Benjamin Cohen, Lancaster Professor of International Relations

Luis Leal Chair in Chicana and Chicano Studies
Department of Chicana and Chicano Studies
Various Donors
Aida Hurtado, Leal Professor of Chicana and Chicano Studies

SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences Chair
Division of Social Sciences
SAGE Publications, Donor
Melvin L. Oliver, SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences

Walter J. Mead Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter and Thelma Mead H’12, Donors

North Hall Chair I
Department of Economics

North Hall Chair II
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Colonel Maxwell C.* and Mary* Pellish, Donors

Aaron and Cherie Raznick Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Aaron* and Cherie Raznick H’88, Donors
Theodore C. Bergstrom, Raznick Professor of Economics

J. F. Rowny Chair in Comparative Religions
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor
David White, Rowny Professor of Comparative Religions

J. F. Rowny Chair in Religion and Society
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor
Wade Clark Roof, Rowny Professor of Religion and Society

Arthur N. Rupe Chair in the Social Effects of Mass Communication
Department of Communication
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Donor
Ronald E. Rice, Rupe Professor of the Social Effects of Mass Communication

Arent and Jean Schuyler Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
Prof. Arent H. Schuyler, Jr.* and Jean K. Schuyler ’61/H’13, Donors
Carla D’Antonio, Schuyler Professor of Environmental Studies

International Shinto Foundation Chair in Shinto Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
International Shinto Foundation, Donor
Fabio Rambelli, Shinto Foundation Professor

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Charles E. Samuel, Storke Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology

Koichi Takashima Chair in Japanese Cultural Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
Okoei Steel Corporation, Donor
John Nathan, Takashima Professor of Japanese Cultural Studies

Anton Vonk Chair in Environmental Politics
Department of Political Science
Anton Vonk* MA’05 and Dr. Diane L. Boss, Donors
Hahrie Han, Vonk Associate Professor of Environmental Politics

Richard Whited Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Dr. Richard C. Whited, Donor
David Weldon, Whited Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Wilcox Family Chair in BioMedicine
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69, ’72/’70, ’74, Donors
Dennis Clegg, Wilcox Professor of BioMedicine

Wilcox Family Chair in Biotechnology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69, ’72/’70, ’74, Donors
Joel Rothman, Wilcox Professor of Biotechnology

Wilcox Family Presidential Chair in Molecular Biology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69, ’72/’70, ’74, Donors
Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies
Dick Wolf, Film & Media Studies

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Bruce Worster PhD’71 and Susan Worster ’70, Donors
John Martinis, Worster Professor of Experimental Physics

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair for the Dean of Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Bruce Worster PhD’71 and Susan Worster ’70, Donors
Pierre Willits, Dean and Worster Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Experimental Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joe Incandela, Yzurdiaga Professor of Experimental Science
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Donald Bren Chair for the Dean of Environmental Science and Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Steven D. Gaines, Dean and Professor for the Bren School of Environmental Science and Management

Donald Bren Chair in Corporate Environmental Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Gary Libecap, Bren Professor of Corporate Environmental Management

Donald Bren Chair in Environmental Law and Policy
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
James Salzman, Bren Professor of Environmental Law

Donald Bren Chair in Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Christopher Costello, Bren Professor of Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Management

Veeco Endowed Chair in Engineering and the Sciences
College of Engineering and Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Veeco Instruments, Donor
Ania Jayich, Veeco Professor of Engineering and the Sciences

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Chancellor's Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
David Gross, Chancellor's Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Peter J. Clarke Chair for the Director of the California NanoSystems Institute
California NanoSystems Institute
Sputtered Films Corporation, Donor
Craig Hawker, Clarke Professor and Director of the California NanoSystems Institute

Frederick W. Gluck Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Lars Bildsten, Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics and Director, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Susan F. Gurley Chair in Theoretical Physics & Biology
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Boris Shraiman, Gurley Professor of Theoretical Physics and Biology

Eleanor L. and Thomas J. Harriman Chair in Neuroscience Research
Neuroscience Research Institute
Kenneth Kosik, Harriman Professor of Neuroscience Research

Wayne Rosing, Simon & Diana Raab Chair in Theoretical Astrophysics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Wayne Rosing and Dorothy Largay, the TABASGO Foundation, Dr. Simon and Diana Raab, Donors

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors

GEVIRTZ GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Michael M. Gerber Chair in Instructional Innovation & Technology for Exceptional Children
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous Donors

INTERDISCIPLINARY

Ruth Garland Chair for the Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering
Department of Materials
William K. Bowes, Jr. and Ute Bowes H ‘13, Donors
Jamie Thomson & Thomas Soh, Ruth Garland Professors and Co-Directors of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering

Alan and Ruth Heeger Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Prof. Alan J. and Ruth Heeger, Donors
Craig Hawker, Heeger Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joseph Polchinski, Yzurdiaga Professor of *Theoretical Physics

*Deceased
Endowed Fellowships

Endowed graduate fellowships enable UC Santa Barbara to sustain the tradition of excellence in graduate research and teaching, and ensure that our talented students have the best possible learning environment. The university gratefully acknowledges alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations, and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustees who have established endowed graduate fellowships of $100,000 or more.

Güenter and June Ahlers Fellowship in Physics
Professor Güenter and June Ahlers, Donors

Janet A. Alpert Fellowship in Economics
Janet A. Alpert ’68, Donor

Jane Altman Memorial Fellowship Fund
Patricia and Bill Altman ’57, Donors

Mortimer Andron Fellowships in Economics
Dr. Mortimer* and Bea Andron, Donors

Bluma Appel Jewish Studies Fund
Bluma Appel*, Donor

Arnhold Endowment for Excellence in English
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Donors

Barpal Family Fellowship in the College of Engineering
Dr. Itzik and Marge Barpal ’68,’70, Donors

Jean Belin Fellowship in French and Italian
Robert H. Sommer*, Naomi Sommer*, and Tana Sommer-Belin, Donors

Fritz E. Bischoff Fund for Psychology
Estate of Fritz E. Bischoff*, Donor

Bonderson Fellowships in Biomedical Engineering and Materials Engineering
Paul R. Bonderson, Jr. and Sandra K. Bonderson, Donors

Donald Bren Foundation Fellowships
Donald Bren Foundation, Donor

Broida-Hirschfelder Graduate Fellowship in the Sciences
Elizabeth S. Hirschfelder*, the Faculty Women’s Club, and other individuals, Donors

Catherine Bruce Endowment Fellowship Fund
Estate of Catherine Bruce*, Donor

Carbon-Clarke Graduate Fellowships in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Anonymous, Donor

Chancellor’s Graduate Fellowship
Anonymous, Donor

Michael J. Connell Memorial Trust Fellowships
Michael J. Connell Trust, Donor

Steve and Sue Cooper Graduate Fellowship
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E. Cooper ’68, Donors

Marika Critelli Fellowship Fund
Ann Lippincott ’83,’99; Ned Emerson ’65, and various donors

CSP Technologies Fellowship
Anonymous, Donor

Brython Davis Graduate Fellowship
Brython P. Davis, Donor

Deckers Outdoor Corporation Fellowship for the Bren School
Anonymous, Donor

Charles Den Bell Student Loan Fund
Estate of Charles Den Bell*, Donor

Jean Devlin Initiative Fund
Richard Auhll, Roy and Janet Hardiman ’83, Perri Heinz-Harcourt ’71, and other individuals, foundations and corporations, Donors

Robert H. DeWolfe Teaching Fellowship in Organic Chemistry
Barbara B. DeWolfe*, Donor

Dow Discovery Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
The Dow Chemical Company

Erna V. Fisher Trust Fellowship for Czech Music
Erna V. Fisher* Trust, Donor

French and Italian Fellowship Fund
Anonymous, Donor

Peter Racine Fricker Fellowship for Post-Doctoral Studies in Music Composition
A. Helen and Peter Fricker*, Donors

Esme Frost Fund
Frank J. Frost and Amanda Clark Frost, Frank J. Frost & Amanda Clark Frost 1990
Charitable Remainder Unitrust, Donors

Bernice and Karl Geiringer Music Fellowship
Ms. Bernice Geiringer* H’01, Donor

Pat and Irving Glazer Graduate Fellowship in Jewish Studies
Pat and Irving Glazer, Donors

John T. Gray Memorial Summer Internship Fellowships
Various Donors

William Randolph Hearst Fund
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Ethnomusicology
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Scandinavian Music
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

Holbrook Foundation Endowed Fellowship
Tara and George Holbrook, Donors

Holbrook Foundation Fellowships in Institute for Energy Efficiency
Tara and George Holbrook, Donors

James Hong Memorial Research Fellowship Fund
Various Donors

Islamic Studies Fellowship
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz and the Saudi Royal Family, Donors

Dr. J Student Teacher Fellowship Fund
Individuals honoring Dr. Richard Jamgochian, Donors

Japan Bamboo Association Fund
Japan Bamboo Association, Donor
Kerns Fellowship in Interdisciplinary Engineering and Science
Dr. and Mrs. George P. Kerns ’69,’80, Donors

Louis Lancaster Graduate Fellowship in Political Science
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lancaster* H’89, Donors

The Latin American Fishery Fellows Program
Walton Family Foundation

Israel Levitan Memorial Fellowship in Art Studio
Mrs. Idee Levitan-Maxted*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Art History
Miss Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Music
Miss Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Sara Miller McCune Endowed Fellowship
Sara Miller McCune H’05, Donor

MC-CAM Fellowships and Administration Fund
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Steve and Barbara Mendell Graduate Fellowship in Cultural Literacy
Steven and Barbara Mendell ’63, Donors

Anthony and Marion Menk Music Affiliates Graduate Fellowship
Anthony and Marion Menk*, Donors

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Alfred Moir Fellowship in Art History
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*, Donor

Opus One Musical Scholarship Fund
Mrs. June H. Schuerch*, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, and other individuals, Donors

The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl Graduate Fellowship Endowment in Social Sciences
Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl ’77’77, Donors

Kenneth Pai Graduate Fellowship in Chinese Studies
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77, Donor

Rathmann Graduate Fellowship in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
William and Ute Bowes, Catherine and Franklin Johnson, Jr., and other individuals, foundations and corporations, Donors

Bruce Rickborn and Ross Johnson Endowed Graduate Fellowship Fund
M. Ross and Charlotte Johnson ’70, Donors

Warren and Katharine Schlüger Graduate Fellowship Fund in Chemical Engineering
Warren and Katharine Schlüger Foundation, Donor

Harold and Hester Schoen Fellowship Fund
Harold* and Hester* Schoen, Donors

Philip and Aida Siff Foundation Dean’s Scholar Fund in Education
Siff Foundation, Donor

The Single Step Fellowship in Land Ethics
Single Step Foundation, Donor

Southern California Edison/Edison International Summer Internship Fellowship
Southern California Edison, Donor

Emil Steck, Jr. Fellowship Fund
Fredric E. Steck and the Steck Family Foundation, Donors

Charles A. Storke II Fellowships in Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Technology Management Graduate Program
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09, Donors

Thormählen Family Fellowship in Economics
William J. Thormählen Family, Donors

John Tokuyama Memorial Fellowship
Dr. Samuel Tokuyama ’69, Mrs. Alice Tokuyama*, Donors

Louis H. Towbes Graduate Fellowship Program Fund
Michael and Gail Towbes, Donors

Toshiko Ushiyama Memorial Fund
Tominori Yamada, Donor

UCSB History Associates Donald Van Gelderen Memorial Fund
Jo Beth Van Gelderen, Donor

Walsin Lihwa Electronics and Photonics Research Center Fellowship
Walsin Lihwa Corporation, Donor

Walton Foundation Sustainable Water Market Program
Walton Family Foundation, Donor

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Graduate Student Fellowship Fund
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors

Zytowski Endowed Fellowship in Music
Dr. Carl B. Zytowski, Donor

*Deceased
Endowed scholarships play a crucial role in expanding our students’ access to a world class education, and fostering academic excellence at UC Santa Barbara. We are grateful for the extraordinary support from our alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustees who have endowed scholarships with gifts of $50,000 and above.

The Marc Ackerman Fund for Student Excellence
Mr. Marc A. Ackerman ’94, Donor

Professor Larry Adams Scholarship Award
Marilyn Lee and Harvey Schneider ’69, Donors and Various Donors

Jeanie Anderson Memorial Award in the Education Abroad Program
Friends and family of Jeanie Anderson, Donors

John and Jody Arnhold Fund for Men’s Tennis
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Donors

John and Jody Arnhold Fund for Women’s Tennis
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Donors

Barker Scholarship Endowment Fund for Environmental Studies
Coeta Barker* and the Donald R. Barker Foundation, Donors

Ardy V. Barton Men’s Tennis Team Scholarship
Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

Ardy V. Barton Women’s Tennis Team Scholarship
Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

Judy Bellomo Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
Various Donors

The Bentson Scholarship Fund
William Kauth and Laurie Jo Bentson Kauth ’78/’69 Bentson Foundation, Donors

The June and Todd Brouhard Scholarship Fund
June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/H’55

Burnham Engineering and Applied Sciences Scholarship
Dan and Meg Burnham, Donors

William M. Bushnell Scholarship Geology
Karen Bushnell, Donor

John & Ina Campbell Scholarship Fund
Ina Theresa Campbell*, Donor

George Chen Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Kendra Chiota Payne Leadership for Young Women through Sports Internship Award
Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

Kendra Chiota Payne Memorial Global Studies Award
Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

Kevin Sage Christensen 1992 Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
Estate of Carolyn Christensen*, Donor

Carnzu A. Clark Music Scholarship
Carnzu A. Clark*, Donor

Katherine Breann Cooper Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Crowe Family Scholarship Fund
Linda and Stephen Crowe, Donors

Glen Culler Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Various Donors

Dance Scholarship Fund for Excellence
Anonymous, Donors

Richard and Erika Davis Scholarship Fund
Erika Davis, Donor

Barbara DeWolfe Scholarship Fund
Estate of Barbara DeWolfe*, Donor

The Joseph P. and Corinne J. Dox Scholarship Fund
Joseph and Corinne Dox, Donors

Duval Family Fund for Undergraduate Education
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80, Donors

Wendy Anne Finkel Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Max and Betty Finkel, Donors

Harold Frank Entrepreneurial Scholarship Program
Anonymous, Donor

The Jeffery Robert Frum Scholarship Fund
Jeffery and Mardi Frum ’79, Donors

Yolanda Garcia Endowed Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

The Cindy and Evan Goldberg Scholarship Fund
Cindy and Evan Goldberg ’89, Donors

John and Betty Groebli Scholarship Fund
Dr. John* and Betty* Groebli ’46/’52, Donors

The Gunther Family Scholarship Fund
Daniel and Katherine Gunther; Richard and Lois Gunther, Donors

Donald B. Hamister Endowed Scholarship in Woodwinds
The Hamister Foundation, Donor

The Edward Hass Memorial Fund
Annette and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*, Hass Charitable Remainder Unitrust, Donors

Theodore W. Hatlen Fund
Theodore W. Hatlen*, Donor

Arianna & Michael Huffington Scholarship Endowment
Arianna and Michael Huffington, Donors

Kirby-Jones Foundation Endowment for Tennis
The Kirby Family Marital Trust; William and Tyrena Jones ’77, Donors
Kirby-Jones Scholarship Fund in Honor of Skylar Jones, Finnegan Jones, Allyson Crowe and Sierra Jones
Marvel Blakeman Kirby and Robert* Kirby ’51, Donors

Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl and William A. Kuehl Scholarship Fund in the Humanities
Estate of Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* & William A. Kuehl*, Donors

Louis Lancaster Scholarship Fund in Political Science
Various Donors

Paul and Elinor Lazarus Endowed Scholarship
Various Donors

Christopher Michaels-Martinez Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Sara Miller McCune Endowed Internship and Public Service Program
Sara Miller McCune H’05, Donor

Menon Watson/CCS Endowed Interdisciplinary Fund
Menon Watson Family Foundation, Donor

Leal Anne Kerry Mertes Memorial Scholarship Fund
James T. Wells, Donor

The George and Marjorie Meyer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Gail Meyer ’65, Donor

Mithun Family Foundation Scholarships
Mithun Family Foundation, Donor

Samuel B. Mosher Foundation Scholarships
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, Donors

Music Affiliates Endowment Scholarship Fund
UCSB Music Affiliates, Donors

Robert J. Offerman Scholarship in Intercollegiate Athletics
Barbara Offerman, Donor

Osher Scholarship Endowment for California Community College Transfer Students
The Bernard Osher Foundation, Donor

The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl Undergraduate Upper Division “Making a Difference” Award in Social Sciences
Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl ’77/’77, Donors

The Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton Alumni Scholarship Fund
Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton ’84, Donors

Marion & Dean Ramstad Scholarship Fund
Marion* and Dean* Ramstad, Donors

The Michael and Julie Reshattoff Alumni Scholarship Fund
Julie and Michael Reshattoff, Jr. ’91/’89, Donors

Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree Endowment Fund
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12, Donor

The Marc-Aurele Rieffel Endowment for Excellence in Music
Anonymous, Donor

Francesc Roig Summer Undergraduate Research Fund
Jonathan and Christine Siegel ’98, Donors and Various Donors

Professor and Mrs. Robert A. Scalapino Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Robert* and Dee* Scalapino, Donors

The David F. Siegel Award
Mr. and Mrs. Barry S. Siegel, Donors

Umfundl Endowment Fund
Brian C. Malk Family Fund, Jewish Community Foundation, and the San Diego Foundation, and Various Donors

UC Santa Barbara Alumni Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

UCSB Shoreliners Scholarship Endowment
UCSB Shoreliners, Donors

University Center Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

David Wang Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Alec and Claudia Webster Fund for Field Sciences
Claudia and Alec Webster ’75/’76, Donors

Veronika Weiss Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Claudia D. Weitlanner General Affiliates Scholarship
Claudia D. Weitlanner*, Donor

Adrian M. Wenner Scholarship Fund in the Sciences
Dr. Adrian M. Wenner, Donor

June Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund
Knox Williams ’59, Donor

Yardi Systems Endowed Scholarship in Computer Science
Yardi Corporation and Anonymous, Donors

Zorich Family Scholarship Fund
Robert and Barbara Zorich ’71/’72, Donors

*Deceased
The Gold Circle Society is UC Santa Barbara’s premier recognition society, honoring philanthropists who have cumulatively invested more than $1,000,000 in this institution. UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges and celebrates the profound impact brought about by these visionary leaders.

GOLD CIRCLE SOCIETY

Individuals

Anonymous (7)
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz, The Saudi Royal Family
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul G. Allen, Vulcan Incorporated
John and Jody Arnhold '75
Richard F. Aster, Jr. * '63,’65
Richard A. Auhll
Ardy V. Barton *
Marc and Lynne Benioff
Mark and Susan Bertelsen '66/'67
Ed and Sue Birch H’95
Johan * and Joanne Blokker
Donald L. Bren
Dr. Leonard * and Gretchen * Broom
Dan and Meg Burnham
Ina Theresa Campbell *
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
Marvin Clarke * ’51
Stephen and Susan Cooper ’68/'69
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Louise Lowry Davis *
Michael K. Douglas ’68
Dr. Jeffrey and Linda Dozier
Reece Duca ’66
Robert and Trish Duggan
Linda Duttenhever * ’77
Dr. Virgil Elings H’10
Christian and Caryn Felipe
James Frank
Dr. Peter R. * and A. Helen * Fricker
Ambassador Don * and Marilyn * Gevirtz H’96/H’96
Frederick W. Gluck
Patrick and Joanne Graham
John and Meg Gurley ’78,’83
Eva and Dr. Yoel Haller
Thomas J. Harriman
W. Roger and Judy Haughton ’69/’70
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09
George and Tara Holbrook, Holbrook Foundation
Fellows for IEE
M. Blair Hull ’65, Hull Family Foundation
F. Neal Hunter
Michael Kambitsch and Susan Lord
Fred Kavli* H’05
Dr. George P. and Joan B. Kerns ’69,’80
Robert Kirby * and Marvel Blakeman Kirby /’51
Dr. Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Jon * and Lillian Lovelace
Harry Lucas, Jr.
Bruce Lumbard * ’70
Craig and Susan McCaw
Dr. Walter and Thelma Mead H’12
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/’70 MA
Sara Miller McCune H’05
John Mithun and Mercedes Millington
Kent M. Vining and Julie Ann Mock ’70/’75
William R. Moran *
Margaret C. Mosher * H’92
Charles Munger
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram *
Dr. Joseph * and Helene Pollock H’10
Dr. Ann and Myron * Rice
Lord Paul * and Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree /H’12
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Arthur N. Rupe Foundation
Dr. Warren G. and Katharine S. * Schlinger
Harold * and Hester * Schoen ’32
Arent * and Jean Schuyler ’61/H’13
Charles R. Schwab
Francis * and Alice * Sedgwick
Martin Shum
Judith C. Stapelmann ’63,’65
Fredric E. Steck
Elizabeth * and Charles Storke II *
Thomas Moore Storke *
Heather and Tom Sturgess
Dr. Theo and Danae Theofanous
Michael and Anne Towbes H’11
Ted Waitt
Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Henry H. Wheeler, Jr. *
Dr. Richard and Paula Whited ’63,’69
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Drs. Gary and Susan Wilcox ’69,’72/’70,’74
Dick and Noelle Wolf
Dr. Bruce and Susan Worster ’68,’71/’70
Drs. Fred and Linda Wudl
Joe * and Patricia Yzurdiaga

Organizations

Anonymous (7)
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
Agilent Technologies
Agilent Technologies Foundation
American Cancer Society
American Chemical Society
American Council of Learned Societies
Amgen Foundation
Amgen, Inc.
The Annenberg Foundation
Applied Materials, Inc.
BBN Technologies Corporation
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
The Boeing Company
The William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation
The Donald Bren Foundation
The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation...
LANCASTER SOCIETY

The Lancaster Society recognizes benefactors who have contributed $100,000 or more to the university over time, and have helped build UC Santa Barbara’s reputation for teaching, research, and public service. The Society is named after Louis and Winifred Lancaster, civic-minded philanthropists who played a central role in establishing the UC Santa Barbara Foundation.

CUMULATIVE DONORS, $100,000 TO $999,999

Individuals
Anonymous (24)
Michael and Sara Abraham ’59
Paul Abrams*
Marshall* and Carol* Ackerman
Bill* and Barbara Althouse ’49/’50
Joseph and Lambertha Alibrandi
Janet A. Alpert ’68
David and Lyn Anderson
Donald* and Christine Anderson
Dr. Mortimer* and Bea Andron
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Bluma Appel*
Robert Arenz, Jr. ’80, Money-Arenz Foundation, Inc.
Jim Argyropoulos
Sarah Argyropoulos
Stuart R. Atkins
Edward Bancroft
Dr. Peter* and Helen Bancroft ’41
Virginia Bancroft*
Dr. Leon and Rose Banks
Archie Bard* and Leinie Schilling Bard
Carrie A. Barker*
Itzik and Marge Barpal ’68,’70
John and Barbara Bartman
Bob and Carol Bason
Frank and Kathryn Baxter,
The Baxter Family Foundation
Susan and Riley Bechtel ’78
Gary and Mary Becker
John and Judith Bedrosian
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Max* and Judith Benton ’87,’93
William Kauth and Laurie Jo Bentson Kauth ’78/’69
Barrie and Arlene* Bergman
Barry Berkus* and Family
David Berman* and Susan Hopmans,
The Berman Foundation
Myrna* and Gerald Bernath
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
John Berryhill ’65
Richard and Marguerite Berti
Fritz E. Bischoff*
Jill and John C. Bishop, Jr.
John and Hazel Blankenship ’65
Johan F. Blokker, Jr. ’80,’84
Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
Robert Boughton Ill ’80
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux ’67/’68
Terry and Sharon Bridges
June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/H’55
David and Carolyn Brown
Catherine Bruce*
Dr. Thomas C. and Paula Yurkanis Bruice
Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank
Charles* and Harriet Burke
Dennis and Angelia Cagan
Richard and Annette Caleel
Dr. James* and Patricia* Case
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter,
Castagnola Family Foundation
Shing and Sheng-Yung Chang ’75/’71
Dr. Vernon L.* and Mary Low* ’75/’71
Dr. Chiu-Shan and Rufina Chen
Edward and Shu-Ching Cheng
Carolyn S. Christiansen*
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62
David Kam and Betty Chu
Dr. John Carbon and Dr. Louise Clarke ’71,’73
Pete J. Clarke*
Jay Cohen and Laura Cox ’84/’83
John and Marcia Cohen
David and Margaret Cole
J.W. and Sue Collin
Paul Colombo
Ursula Corning*, The Vidda Foundation
Bruce and Toni Corwin H’97,
Metropolitan Theatres Corporation
Rafael Costas ’86
Karen and Ted Coyne ’91
John Vickers Crawford*
Thomas H. Crawford*
Stephen and Linda Crowe
Craig and Gayle Cummings ’72/’75
James and Karen Dao
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson
James G. Davidson ’98
Erika Davis
Brunilda Debus
James and Deanna Dehlsen
James and Nancy Demetriades
Dr. Steven DenBaars and Susan Eng-DenBaars
Michael D’Errico ’92
Dr. Barbara DeVWolfe*
Paolo Diniz
William and Janet Dinsmore ’68
Neil Dipaola ’06
Diane Dodds ’68
Tung and Lale Doluca ’81
Sue Leslie Dougherty ’81
Diandra de Morrell Douglas ’82
Peter and Lisa Douglas
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Suzanne Duca ’90
Kent and Rosemary Dunn
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80
Harvey and Carol Eisenberg
Barbara Elaisen
Rune Elaisen
Julia Collier Emerson
Dr. Robert and Christine Emmons
Dr. Katherine Esau*
Brian and Jan Escalera
Ian Espinoza
Zapata Espinoza
Dr. Ky Fanti*
Dr. Maurice E. Faulkner*
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Dr. Howard C. Fenton*
Ralph H. Fertig*
Gino* and Betty Filippin
Erna V. Fisher*
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
Chris and Malin Fletcher ’77
Paul and Sallie Flum
Theresa Wilson Flynn
James G. Follis and Willard R. Hurst
Dr. Anabel Ford and Dr. Michael Glassow ’74,’81
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
Scott and Jennifer Frank ’82
Dr. Roger Freedman and Caroline Robillard
Jay Freeman ’03
Terri and Stephan Frenkel
Drs. Frank and Amanda Clarke Frost ’55/’64,’66,’75
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/’85
Marshall and Saraster Madison Garcia
Patricia Gebhard*
Dr. Carol A. Geer
Bernice Geiringer* H’01
Dan and Debra Gerber
Gordon and Ann Getty
Daniel and Cara Geyer
Lew and Genevieve Geyer
Janice Gibbons
Steven and Deborah Ginder ’71/’72
Irving and Pat* Glazer
Paul Glenn and Nancy Lessner
Cyndi and Evan Goldberg ’89
Dr. Richard Goode ’58
Kevin and Cynthia Gorman ’82
Dr. Steven Humphrey and Sue Grafton
Ahmad Gramian and Haleh Emrani
Patricia Gregory
Rusty and Bonnie Gregory
Dr. John M.* and Betty M.* Groebli ’46/’52
Adrian Griggs and Kristin Martinez* ’88
Norman and Jane Habermann
Stephen* and Carla Hahn
Roy and Janet Hardiman ’81,’83
Gerald W. Harter and Ruth Broida Harter*
Annette G. and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*
Dr. Theodore* and Dorcas Bellonby* Hatlen H’93
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides
Medimunne, Inc.
Merck and Company, Inc.
Metropolitan Theatres Foundation
Microelectronics Advanced Research Corporation
Microsoft Research Limited
Mitsubishi Chemical USA, Inc.
Mobil Research and Development Corporation
Mobil Technology Company
Molecular Simulations, Inc.
Montecito Bank & Trust
Morris Animal Foundation
Moss Adams LLP
Nanoelectronics Research Corporation
NARSAD
Narus, Inc.
National Academy of Education
National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering, Incorporated
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
National Geographic Society
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
National Park Foundation
National Philanthropic Trust
National Semiconductor
National Trust for the Humanities
NEC Corporation
NEC USA, Inc.
Neste Jacobs Corporate R&D Nestle Research Center
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
NKD Company, Limited
Nokia Incorporated
The Kenneth and Eileen Norris Foundation
Northrop Grumman Space Technology
Ocean Conservancy
Omnis Mineral Technologies, LLC
The Bernard Osher Foundation
OSI Software, Inc.
Outherink
Pacific Beverage Company
The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
The Michael Palm Foundation
The Patent Office Japanese Government
Edwin W. Pauley Foundation
PG & E Corporation
PowerLight
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Procter & Gamble Company
The Cell and Michael E. Pulitzer Foundation
QAD, Inc.
QUALCOMM, Inc.
The Rathmann Family Foundation
Raychem Corporation
Raytheon
Raytheon Company
Research Corporation for Science Advancement
Resources Legacy Fund
Rhodia, Inc.
Smith Richardson Foundation
Roche Matching Gifts Program
Rockwell Network Systems
Rowyn Foundation
The Shelley and Donald Rubin Foundation
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
Damon Runyon-Walter Winchell Cancer Fund
Russell Sage Foundation
Saint-Gobain Ceramics & Plastics, Inc.
Saint-Gobain Recherche
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Sandia National Laboratories
William Sansum Diabetes Center
Santa Barbara Bank & Trust
Santa Barbara Museum of Art
Santa Barbara Photonics
Santa Barbara Remote Sensing
Schmidt Research Vessel Institute
Seattle Silicon Corporation
SEBACIA
Seismic Micro-Technology
Semiconductor Research Corporation
The Edmund and Mary Shea Foundation
Shell Development Company
Shell International Chemicals B.V.
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Shimadzu Corporation
The Philip and Aida Siff Educational Foundation
Silicon Compiler Systems
Silicon Valley Bank
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Single Step Foundation
SK Hynix Inc.
Society for Conservation Biology
Society of Actuaries
Sony Corporation
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Electronics Inc.
Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc.
Space Telescope Science Institute
Sport Fishing Institute
Springsoft USA
Starbucks, Tisdale and Associates
The Fredric E. Steck Family Foundation
Ruth and Milton Steinbach Fund, Inc.
Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth
The Stuart Foundation
Sun Microsystems Foundation, Inc.
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Swiftland Family Trust
Synopsys, Inc.
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office
Tawanese American Foundation of San Diego
Takatori Corporation
The Tatman Foundation
The Herman P. and Sophia Taubman Foundation
Tektronix, Inc.
TELACU Education Foundation
Telesis Foundation
Terra Foundation for American Art
Texas Instruments
Thermo Analytical, Inc.
Tides Foundation
The Times Mirror Foundation
Tinker Foundation Incorporated
Tinybell Charitable Fund
Titan Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Title Insurance and Trust Company
TomKat Foundation
David and Diane Toole Foundation
Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc.
TREND$ Research & Advisory
TRW Space and Electronics Group
Tyco Electronics Corporation
The Legacy Circle honors alumni, friends, faculty, and staff who have included UC Santa Barbara in their estate plans through some form of planned gift. Membership in the society is extended to those who have communicated to the university their intention to make a gift through a bequest, charitable trust, charitable gift annuity, pooled income funds, life insurance, retirement fund, or a gift of property with a retained life estate. The following generous donors are providing the legacy of support that will enable UC Santa Barbara to continue to grow and excel.

Anonymous (14)
Carol* and Marshall* Ackerman
Dr. Dana T. Aftab *85
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Elizabeth Allred *62
Janet A. Alpert *68
Christine and Donald* Anderson
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Dr. Gregory and Roxanne Aposperis /66
Bluma Appel *
Louise V. Arnold *
Richard F. Aster, Jr. *63, /65
Dr. Stuart* and Lillian* Atkins
Stuart R. Atkins
Natalie O. Atkinson *47
Lawrence Badash *
Drs. John D. and Janice Baldwin /82, /84
Dr. Peter and Helen Bancroft *41
Virginia Bancroft *
Leinie Schilling Bard and Archie* Bard
Charles H. Barnes *34
Itzik and Marge Barpal *68, /70
Dr. Steven and Karen Bartlett *68, /68, /70
Ardy V. Barton *
Dr. Richard A. Baum *74
June York* Behrens and Henry W.* Behrens *47, /48
George Bernard Hammerle
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
Mark and Susan Bertelsen *66, /67
Dr. Denise Bielby
Dr. William T. Bieby
Ambassador Barbara K. Bodine *70
Dr. Eric H. Boehm
Helen R. Borge *
Paul and Joy Boyle *84
Veeco Saint Paul, Inc.
J. Craig Venter Institute
Verizon Communications
Verizon Foundation
The Vidda Foundation
The Wallis Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
Warner Brothers Digital Distribution
Washington Mutual Bank Foundation
Wege Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wells Fargo-Matching Gift Center
Weyerhaeuser Company
The Wharton Foundation, Inc.
The Whitaker Foundation
Whitehall Foundation, Inc.

LEGACY CIRCLE

Dr. Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux *67, /68
Irving B. Bricken*
Terry and Sharon Bridges
Cynthia L. Brinkmann ’68, /76
Leonard* and Gretchen* Broom
June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/H’55
Dr. William* and Patricia Bullough
Charles* and Harriet Burke
Joseph and Nancy* Byrne
Ina Theresa Campbell *
Janet Lea Campbell ’74
Roger and Jan Capps
Marcy L. Carsey H’04
Dr. Robert and Shirlie* Casier ’49/H’50
Vernon I.* and Mary Low* Cheadle H’90/H’90
Bill and Mary Cheadle
Isabel K. Chissar*
Carolyn S.* and Vernon G.* Christensen
David Kam W. and Betty Y. Chu
Marvin Clarke *.51
Marjorie A. Cole ’64
J. W. and Sue Colin
William R. and Rita Collins ’58/H’63
Michael J. Connell Memorial Fund
Fred Conrad *’52
Jean A. Corle*
Flora Courtisou *
Dr. John C. Crowell*
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/85
Ambassador Don* and Marilyn* Gevirtz H’96/H’96
Ben and Donna Gautier ’41
Dr. David* and Patricia* Gebhard
James C.*, and Beverly J.* Georgeou ’51
Drs. Frank and Amanda Clark Frost 55/64,’66,’75
Lloyd W.* Garrison and Jane D.* Garrison ’41/’41
Peggy Fredericksen *’51
Peter R.* and A. Helen* Fricker
Drs. Frank and Amanda Clark Frost 55/64,’66,’75
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/85
Lois and Frank* Goodall ’48/’51
Professor Chauncey S.* and Dorris West Goodrich

Whittier Family Foundations
Wilburforce Foundation
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wille Family Foundation
William Wyles Library Board
The Dean Witter Foundation
Wood-Clayesians Foundation
WT Family Fund
The Wyles Trust Foundation
Xerox Corporation
Xerox Foundation
Xilinx, Inc.
Yard Systems, Inc.
The Yosemite Foundation

UCSB Affiliates
UCSB Music Affiliates
Unilever Research
United Negro College Fund Inc.
United Seal Coat & Slurry Seal Inc.
United States Air Force
United States Army Research
United States Public Health Service
United Technologies
University Art Museum Council
University Industry Research Corporation
University of Aberdeen
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia
Varian Associates, Inc.
Jeffrey and Caroline Grange ’96
James C.* and Liz* Greene ’37
Dr. John M.* and Betty M.* Groebli ’46/’52
Russell Guy and Mary Powell ’81
Daniel Haught ’63
Eva and Yoel Haller
Gerald W. Harter and Ruth Broida Harter*
Annette G. and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*
Dr. Theodore W.* and Dorcas* Hatlen
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09
Jeffrey Hewitt* ’74
Juliane M. Heyman
Ardis O. Higgins* H’88
Joseph O.* and Elizabeth S.* Hirschfelder
George W. Holbrook, Jr.
R. Stephen and Gail S. Humphreys
Alice H. Iverson*
Susan Schwank Jamgochian ’63,’81
Helmar S. Janee*
Bonnie and Richard Jensen /H’06
James A. Jimenez*
Barbara and Norman Johnson
Kenneth Karmiolo ’68
Mitchell Kauffman and Joanne Moran ’77
Dr. George and Joan Kerns ’69,’80
Jane Kievit
Vivian King ’87
William A. and Linda R. Kitchen
Janet Krom*
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62
R. Marilyn Lee and Harvey A. Schneider ’69
Sallie B. Lee*
Don and Roberta Lenkeit ’65/’64,’66
Susan and Andy Lentz
Lorin and Karen Letendre ’68,’70
Jody A. Linick and Christer Hagghult ’85
Sandra Ina Lamb*
Marjorie D. Linton* ’56
Dr. Robert L.* and Joan Lorden ’49
Bruce Lumbard* ’70
Gayle Lynds
Carolyn Street Maddock and Thomas Maddock ’61
Margaret Mallory*
Francesco D. and Barbara Mancia ’80
York T. Mandra
Jack* and Anthea Mannion
Carmen Anita Manus Trust
Ricki Vinyard Marder and David Marder ’79
Dr. James Marston ’02
Dr. Richard M. and Penny J. Martin
Ronald L.* and Carol* Mays ’58
Nancy McCagney*
Betty Fobair McDermott ’51
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and Dr. Stephen Weatherford
Dr. Jim and Marilyn Phelps McNamara ’85/’82
Jennifer and Bruce McRoy
Dr. Walter and Thelma Mead H’12
Joseph S. Melchione* ’70
Professor Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/’70
Anthony* and Marian* Menk
Alexandra Meshkov ’79,’83
Dr. Robert S.* and Florence* Michaelsen
Ismene Michou* ’53
Sara Miller McCune H’05
Julie Ann Mock and Kent M. Vining ’75/’70
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*
Chester G. Moore III and Elaine J. Moore ’64
William R. Moran*
Joan F. Mortell*
Melynn L. and Edwina L. Mortensen ’63,’65
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and
Margaret C. Mosher Foundation
Jonathan E. Mudge ’85*
In Loving Memory of Al and Marjorie Nasser
Helen Neu ’70,’72
Dr. Frank* and Sandra Nicassio ’79
Mrs. Arnold Nordsieck*
Dr. Jon A. Norman ’70,’72
Jens Nyholm*
George* and Vivian Obern
Dr. Thomas L. Payne and Alice Lewis Payne ’65/’65
Col. Maxwell C.* and Ann* Pellish ’61
Garie and Ken Perry
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*
Dr. Joseph H.* and Helene Z. Pollock H’10
John Rethorst ’70
Ann and Myron* Rice
George W.* and Edith* Rickey
Dr. Frank W.D. Ries*
Carla S. Roddy ’69
Ronald and Erica Rubenstein ’66
Bernard and Lori Sandler
Dr. Robert A.* and Dee* Scalapino ’40
Dr. Richard* and Giovanna* Schamberg
Harvey B.* and Hope M. Schechter ’47
Jeffrey and Linda Schlageter ’65,’67/’65
Richard J. and Judith A. Schnibbe ’72
Harold* and Hester* Schoen ’32
June H. Schuerch*
Catherine Schumann*
Dr. Elman* and Helen* Service
Dr. Alexander* and Sally* Sesonske
Henry and Harriet Sharp
David L. and Candace A. Short ’62/’67
Arthur Silver*
Dr. Vera Skubic*
Connie Smith
Dr. Norman Spears*
Margaret Specht*
Dean W.* and Barbara F.* Spooner ’51/’55
Judith Cosdon Stapelmann and
Jack Stapelmann ’63,’65
Tom and Heather Sturgess
Ursula S. Szeles ’10
Dr. Robert M. and Sue Talley H’99
Cheri and Gene Thomas ’60
Dr. Jennifer Thorsch and Charles Kaska
’76,’78,’81/’73
Samuel Tokuyama ’69
Catherine Tonne and David Ohst ’81
Don Tosti*
Renee Trenholm* and Susan Romero
Faye M. Ullom* ’47
Edward* and Carol* Valentine
Dr. James P. Vanyo*
Frank* and Frances* Velek ’64
John* and Carolyn H.* Wack ’37
Shirley F. Watkins*
Stephen and Cyndi Weeks ’71
Claudia D. Weitlanner ’53
Lisa and Howard Wenger ’82/’82
Hilda and Adrian Wenner
Dennis M. Whelan ’79
Robert F. Whitlow* ’71
June* and Knox Williams ’59
Zoe Williams-Lambacher* ’76
Dr.* and Mrs.* Lawrence Wilson
Ralph and Irene Wilson ’70/’66
Dick and Cece Wimbish
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofsy
Ada M. Wood*
Dr. Joji Yoshimura and Michael Kronstadt ’74
Joe* and Patricia Yzurdiaga
Sherman Zelinsky*
Janice* and John* Zoeger
Drs. Leslie and Ernie Zomalt ’64,’79/’66,’72,’89
The Chancellor’s Council, UC Santa Barbara’s premier annual giving program, recognizes donors of $1,000 or more to the university. These gifts are essential to maintaining campus excellence, and may be restricted to support a specific department or unrestricted for use where the need is greatest. We appreciate alumni, friends, parents, and trustees of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation for their ongoing partnership and commitment to the future of this institution.
Marvin Blakeman Kirby ’51
Milt and Arlene Larsen
Dr. Charles Bazerman and Dr. Shirley Geok-Lin Lim
Carl and Jo Lindros
Karl Lopker and Pamela Meyer Lopker ’73/’77
Robert Lowgren ’62
Phillip and Charlene Mabe
Mark and Stefania Magidson ’74
Leslie and William McMorrow ’86
Benjamin Mercier ’93
Robert and Suzanne Moon
Kristen and Kenneth Moore ’87
Clint and Carol Newell
Stephen and Louise Pahl ’77/’77
Christopher and Colleen Pennell ’90
Greg and Stacey Renker
Jerry and Joan Rocco ’59
Allan Ghitelman and Susan J. Rose
Beth Rudin DeWoods
Jean Schuyler ’13
Byron and Elva Siliezar ’79/’79
Amy Smith ’95
Dianne Smith
Scott Smith
Susan C. Smith
Tori and Vincent Smith
Brad and Tamara Stark ’92
Drs. Gordon and Kerri Stokes
Meghan and Robert Stoll, Jr. ’66
William and Christine Thormahlen ’77,
The William J. Thormahlen Family
Dr. Matthew Tirrell and Pamela LaVigne
Michael Trovato ’95
Mike and Julie Turner ’91
Herbert S. Tuyay
Jean-Luc Vaillant
Jo Beth Van Gelderen
Drs. Daniel and Dianne Vapnek
Helen Vydra and Jashojit Roy ’90
Norm Waits, Jr.
Louis * and Bernice Weider
Dr. Robert Weinman
Howard and Lisa Wanger ’82/’82
Kirtland and Nicole Woodhouse
Jane Woodward ’80
Doug Asbury ’82
Stuart R. Atkins
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Frank D. Balzer ’75
Gary and Mary Becker
Glenn and Merrin Begley
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Don R. Bernstein H ’79
John and Jill Bishop
Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
Loren Booth
Robert Boughton III ’80
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux ’67/’68
James Brewer ’92
Cynthia and Frederick Brinkmann ’68, ’76
Dr. Donald and Carrie Brown
Nancy Brown
Dr. Daphne B. Bugental
Mary Burchill and Mark Maxson ’76/’75
Dr. Andrew Gunther and Teresa Burns Gunther ’79
Paul and Lupe Carey
Rosalie Castanon
Carolyn Chandler
Gee-Kung and Sharon Chang
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Victor and Gwendolyn Coleman
Ronald and Barbara Cook ’65
Bruce and Toni Corwin H ’97
Rafael Costas, Jr. ’86

Young Alumni Chancellor’s Council Tower Associates
$12,500 to $24,999
Neil Dipaola ’06
Barbara Warren ’08

Chancellor’s Council Associates
$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous (8)
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Dr. Richard Appelbaum and Karen Shapiro
James and Esther Curtice ’70
John A. Davis, Jr. ’82, ’84
James and Nancy Demetriades
Scott and Lisa Dettmer ’78
William and Janet Dinsmore ’68
Michael and Rebecca Ditmore
John and Heidi Dobrott
Dr. Ron Dolin ’98
Sue Leslie Dougherty ’94
Joseph and Corinne Dox
Monica and Scott Draper ’86/’87
John Edmonston
Barbara Eliasen
Rune Eliasen
Dr. Ann Lippincott and Ned Emerson ’83, ’99/’65
Dr. Tom and Doris Everhart
Bulent Ezal

Young Alumni Chancellor’s Council Tower Associates
$12,500 to $24,999
Neil Dipaola ’06
Barbara Warren ’08

Chancellor’s Council Associates
$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous (8)
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Dr. Richard Appelbaum and Karen Shapiro
James and Esther Curtice ’70
John A. Davis, Jr. ’82, ’84
James and Nancy Demetriades
Scott and Lisa Dettmer ’78
William and Janet Dinsmore ’68
Michael and Rebecca Ditmore
John and Heidi Dobrott
Dr. Ron Dolin ’98
Sue Leslie Dougherty ’94
Joseph and Corinne Dox
Monica and Scott Draper ’86/’87
John Edmonston
Barbara Eliasen
Rune Eliasen
Dr. Ann Lippincott and Ned Emerson ’83, ’99/’65
Dr. Tom and Doris Everhart
Bulent Ezal
John and Justine Arrillaga
James M. Ashley ’76
Gregory and Barbara Asplund ’83
Bryce Aston
Marilyn Aston
Robert and Kelly Avery
Erica Avraham
Margaret Babcock
Dr. Muthiyaliyah and Rani Babu
David Baca ’05
Spencer D. Bader ’67
George and Julie Baeder
Amy and Khaloudn Baghdadi ’94
David Bancroft and Bethany Ulmer ’73
Jeffrey and Margo Barbakow
Cheryl Barber ’66
Christopher and Paris Barclay
Susan and Richard Barden III
William and Susan Baribault
Emily and Colin Barker ’98
Ralph Barkey ’58, ’62
Andrew Barlouo ’80, ’83
Steven and Margaret Barnes ’77
Tara and Aston Barnicoat
Laurel and Thomas Barrack, Jr.
Darryl and Virginia Barnett ’67
James Barrie and Leslie Momoda
Dr. Kathleen Barry
Ronald Bartell and Christine Mitchell ’73, ’75
Dr. Pamela and Timothy Bartley ’82
Cecile Bartman*
David A. Bartman ’94
John and Barbara Bartman
Jon and Barbara Basalone ’91
Scott Baugh
Rebecca Bayless
Brooks Beard ’91
Darren Beardsley ’95
W. P. Beaton
Richard and Rhonda Beaumont
Vanessa and James Bechtel ’01
Richard Becker ’03
John Beckwith
Evan Bedell and Diana Glassman ’85
Sally and George Bednar ’88
Robert Beeton ’68
Dr. Christel Bejenke
Karen Bell
Patrick Bellegarde-Smith
Paul Bellina
Benjamin Bengs ’96
Robert and Ann Benham
Lane Albanese and Barbara Benigni Albanese
Hiroko Benko
Steve Bennett and Leslie Dorosin
Alden Bennett
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Stan and Joanne Benson
Satyaraj Berde ’85
Dennis and Tina Berg ’66
Michael Berger ’70
Robert and Marida Berlin
Sheila and Ken Berman
Thomas and Teresa Bernard
Robert Bernstein ’84
Richard Berry ’87
Nels Berthold
Fred C. Best
James and Dorothy Bettinger ’69
Dr. Robert Varga and Lori Bettsion-Varga ’83
Anita Manwani-Bhagat and Arjun Bhagat
Dr. Kum-Kum Bhavnani
Ashish and Leslie Bhutani
Gary and Ellen Bialis
Paul and Susan Bianchi
Darlene A. Bierig ’76
Dr. Lars and Ellen Bildsten
Tansy and Russell Birchim ’78
Jeffrey Birnbaum and Gille Ann Rabbin ’87
Dr. Bruce Baker and Dr. Jan Blacher
John and Mary Blair ’82
Paul Blake and Mark Bennett
Andrew Blasband
Dr. James Blascovich and Dr. Brenda Major
Dr. Sheridan Blau
Timothy and Virginia Bliss
James Blodgett and Elizabeth Suskind ’84
Dina N. Blutt
Vicky Blum and David Lebell
Michael W. and Lisa Boehler
Wayne and Mary Boehler
Drs. Stacey and James Boles ’90
Todd and Barbara Bolinger
Ben Bollenbacher
Terry and Jennifer Bommer ’69
Amanda and Jeff Bonomi ’00
Dr. Rochelle and Mark Bookspan ’87
Larry and Marjorie Booth
James and Julie Borren ’82/82
Diana Marinova-Borova and Vincent Borov
Matthew Bortner ’94
Phil and Charlene Bosl ’68/69
Dr. Diane Boss
Ruth Ann Bowe
Dr. Michael and Marilyn Bowers
Victoria Bowes-Mok and Alexander Mok ’92/92
Susan Bowey
Patricia Bowhen ’56
Shannon Bowman ’90
Linda Bradley
Luanne Raznick Bradley and Dr. Peter Andreotti ’81
Stephen and Edeltraud Bradley
Sandra Bragar and Jerome Rossen ’93
Mark and Deborah Bragen
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Douglas and Barbara Brainin
Nirmal and Rashpal Brar
Charles Brashier ’51
Christian Bravo and Christina Luna-Bravo ’01/00
Brendan and Kathleen Bream ’95
Eric and Kelly Brewe
Dr. Curtis Brewer ’66, ’71
Ed Behrman and Emma Bridges
Denise and Thomas Briggs
Dr. Peter and Karen Brill
Dr. Michael C. Brinkenhoff
Loretta Britsch and Andrew Rein
Ella and Scott Brimmingham
Michael Snyder and Susan Broadway
Alasdair Heath and Karen Brockwell
Mike and Cindy Brody
Dr. David Brodlo ’80
Jamal Brooks
Philip and Diane Brotherton ’83
Cameron M. Brown and Steven Alpert ’83
Chris Brown
Honorable Gilbert and Barbara Brown ’70
Gwen Brown and Cameron Byrd ’71
Jeffrey and Susan Brown
Scott and Hannelore Brown ’87
Jeff Gordon
Dr. Kevin and Cynthia Gorman '82
Frank and Tricia Goss
Mauricio and Fedra Gosselin
John Gould '86
Albert Gouyet and Calisa Cole-Gouyet
John and Rebecca Grady
Geoffrey and Annette Grant
Maria and Richard Grant, Jr.
David Gray '68, '73
Leslie and Richard Gray, Jr.
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
Susan and Kenneth Greathouse '76
Dr. Doreen M. Grech and Stephen Brand '83
Dr. Laura L. Butcher and Dr. Henry T. Greely
Donald Green
Stephen and Ann Green
Joyce Greene
Glenn Gregory '73
Gary and Julie Greinke
Michael and Gail Griesmer '76
Carla Griffith '77
Miles P. Griffith '00
Michael and Diana Griggs
Pamela Groff
Susan Groff
Tim and Lisa Grohman
David and Trina Grotenberger '72
Dr. Kenneth and Patricia Grossman '77
Marc Grossman and Mildred Patterson '73
Andrew and Eva Grove
Brock and Marel Grunt
Toni and Thomas Guckert '79/79
Pierre Gueganic and Carole Milla
Paul Guido and Stephen Blain
John and Sabrina Guillebeaux '94
Richard and Mimi Gunnar '62
Katherine and Daniel Gunther
Richard and Lois Gunther
Kirk and Denise Gutches
Drs. Carl and Leslie Gutierrez-Jones
Dr. Ronald Haak and Darlene Markovich '82,'86
Norman and Jane Habermann
Will Arzt and Deidre Hade
Ashley and Neil Hafer '92/92
Gary Hagemann '81
George and Lisa Hagerman
Koorosh Haighghat-Kish and Fatemeh Emadzahen
Russell and Jennifer Hague
David and Nancy Haines
Kamran and Sabrina Hakim
Norman and Rene Hale '71
Brian Hall
Janelle Hall
Larry and Karen Hall
Dr. Lynne P. Hall '63
Nancy Hallwell and Bruce Darling '76, '78
James Hallfill and Kelly Thornton Hallman '85
Timothy Halsey '82
Maureen and Michael Halter '83
Lea Halterman
Dr. Rodman and Frances Hamer
Stephen and Janice Hamill
Dr. Andrew Hamilton '77, '78
Cathy Hamilton
Dr. David L. Hamilton
Paul and Tija Hamilton
Margaret Hamster '70
Greta Hamm
Robin Hanifin '73
Kacey Hansen
Steve and Karen Hanson
Ted and Janis Harder '59
Ryan Hardy '00
Casey Hare and Courtney Dietz '97/06
Hal and Lorie Hargrave
Tom and Barbara Harold
Michael Harrington
Scott and Beth Harris
Dr. Neal and Leslie Harris '84/85
Dr. Fred and Pamela Harris '68
Dr. Yonie Harris '95
Jeff and Jeanette Harrison
Dr. Stephen Harrison
William and Christy Hart '75
Houston and Anne Harte
Felice and Paul Hartloff, Jr.
Timothy and Kimberly Hartnett
Mary Harvey
Dr. Tsuyoshi Hasegawa and Deborah Steinhoff
Khalid and Jennifer Hattar '03
Roger and Judy Haughton '69/70
Dr. Lisa Hauser-Carter and Dr. Patrick Carter '89
Jennifer Hawkins '91
John Hawley and Laura Shapiro
John and Shea Haycock
Cori and Russell Hayman '89
Dr. Rachel Haymon and Dr. Kenneth Macdonald
Roxanna Haynes '94
Dr. Amr El Abbadi and Janet Head
Joseph Heath
Dr. Richard D. Hecht and Laurie Harris '66
Charles and Joan Hecker
Linda L. Hedgepeth
Dan and Kathleen Hedigan
Mary D. Heebner and Macduff Everton '73,'78/81,'84
Katharine Boshkoff and Andy Hedges
Annette Hellie and Tim Dewberry '90
Robert Henderson '97
Victoria Hendler
Alya Hendricks '00
David Hendrickson '80
Kathryn Henkens
Faith and Melvin Henkin
Julie Henley
Thomas and Jane Henley '70
Dr. Steven and Sarah Henricks '66
Deborah and David Hepler '90
Jeff Herman
Martha Hess
Robert Hester
Leroy Heu
Bert Fingerhut and Caroline Hicks
John and Joyce Higgins
Eden Hildebrand '02
Peggy Hill
Dr. Tessa Hill '04
Charmaine and John Hinman II '71
James and Monica Hilvacek
Kirby Hock and Neila Bassig '94
Matthew Hodgen '05
Nancy Hofbauer
Amy Hoffman and Mark Puccinelli '87
Dr. Daryl and Susan Hoffman
Thomas Hoffman '83
Dr. Gerhart Hoffmeister
Jeffrey Hofstrand '96
Dr. Elizabeth Holbrook '72, '75
Gregory and Deena Holcomb '87
Ambassador Glen and Gloria Holden
Dr. Patricia Holden and Michael Guthrie
Tim and Erin Holt '95/95
Edith E. Hollister
Steven and Anita Holmgren
Carolyn and John Holton
Michael and Lynne Homes
Laurie and Felix Hon
Dr. Daniel and Donna Hone
Michael Honer '81,'91
Mike M. Hood '72
Jonathan Hoot '84
Sarah Hoover
Judith L. Hopkinson
Russell and Patricia Hora
Dr. Ann Hornby
Michael Horst and Laurie Beckelman '67
Richard Horuk and Deborah Baly
Dr. William and Jeanette Hosek '64, '67
Maurine and Preston Hotchkis
Jack and Judy Houlgate '63/63
Sharolyn Burkoth '65
Marjorie Howe
Kevin Hrabovsky '94
Dr. Mason and Dorice Hu '89/89
Jennifer and Michael Hubbert
Eric and Judith Huennke '79
Gerald Huff
Stephen and Julia Hubbert '87
Dr. R. Stephen and Gail Humphreys
Dr. Sheila and Simon Humphries
Jack B. Huntsinger '50
Ronald Hurd '76
Steve A. Hurd '85
Dr. Graham Hurvitz
Andrea and Richard Hutton
Rex and Cheryl Lyon
Karen iantuono
Ted iantuono '89
Danilo and Lisa Iglesias
John Ikena '91
Margaret M. Ingalis
Drs. Roger and Janis Ingham
Julianne and Eugene Inozemcev '94
Jodie Ireland and Chris Baker
Shari and George Isaac III
Dr. Richard and Debra Isaacs
Dr. Angel and Lisa Iscovich '74/85
Dr. Waguih Ishak
Dr. Melanie Ito and Dr. Charles Wilkinson '74/77
Myra Iton
Nikola Ivanovic '95
Theo Ivanovic
Robert Ivory
Laurel A. Margerum
Jaime and Cynthia Marian
Tracy and Allen Marks
Helene Marsh ’04
David Marshall
Robert Marshall ’70
Gertrude L. Marsi
Marianne Marsi
Allen and Carolyn Martens ’67, ’69
Dr. Craig Martin ’76
Dr. Donald Maroff and Dr. Crystal Martin
William and Pam Martin
Dr. Richard and Penny Martin
Tobin Martin
Vicki Martin
Tom Martinez ’92
Antone and Sandra Martinho
Leo and Patricia Mascarenhas
Michael and Connie Mascorini
Trevor Belden and Ana Maslesa-Belden ’92/’94
Paula and James Mason ’97
Craig L. Isaacs and Margaret Mateer-Isaacs ’84/’84
Mark and Erika McEnroe
Dr. Bruce and Kay McFadden
Dr. J. Sears and Marni McGee
Frank and Sheila McGinity
Nancy McGrath
Susan and James McGuigan
Laura McHugh ’89
Anne McInnis ’69
Amanda McIntyre
Kathryn D. McKee ’59
Michael and Gail McKenzie ’78
Tim McKercher ’88
Jim and Margaret McLaughlin ’85
Tim and Liz McLaughlin
Dr. Susan and Douglas McLeod
Caitlin McMahon ’04
Dr. Robert and Norah McMeeking
Mark McMorrow ’82
Dr. Colleen McNally
Dr. James McNamara and
Marilynn Phelps McNamara ’76,’85/’82
Michael and Brenda McNamara ’65

Caroline and Thomas Maddock ’61
Susan and Robert Madole
Catherine and Miguel Madrid ’88
Dr. Soren Madsen and Dr. Cecilie Boysen
Robert Magee, Jr.
Marilyn Magid
Marilou and James Magistro
Robert and Joan Magruder ’55
Lisa Maguire
Don Mahnke
Maison K
John Martino
Dr. John Majewski and Dr. Lisa Jacobson
Juan Maldacena
Michael and Patricia Malone
Dr. Timothy and Martha Malone ’75
James Maloney and Andrew Nance ’84
Dr. Vilasini Malaya Ganesh
Francesco and Barbara Mancia ’80
Donna Mancusi and Megan Valentine
Leslie Manley
Joel and Kathalyn Mann
Kent Mar and Karen Hsu ’93
Edward Marez ’80

Wendy Mathein ’92
Allison A. Matoi ’87
Patricia Matousek
Brett Matthews and Virginia Salazar
James Matthews ’70
Mark and Alise Mattingly ’78
Dr. James and Roxane Mattinson ’66,’70/’64
Diane S. Maxted
Andrew May and Wendy Lin
Michael and Amy Mayfield
Brian Mayhew and Deborah Yamamoto ’79
J. Mays
J. F. Mays
Sandor and Deloris Mayuga ’70
John and Claudia Mazurkiewicz ’73
Lawrence and Kathy McEwen ’80
Dr. Robert and Paknapat McCann ’03
Thomas and Deborah McCarthy ’81/’85
Jaimie McCausland
Mark and Lisa McClanahan
Marianne McClure and Linda Powell
Jack and Linda McCowan ’70
Jeffrey and Nancy McCune
Beverly A. McCurdy ’58
B. Ross and Ingrid McNeil ’88
Tom and Darcie McNeil ’95
Brent and Marie McQueen ’90
Scott McQuown
Kevin McTague ’84
Dr. Thomas McVittie ’90, ’92
Pam Meadows
Susan and Brian Meath ’85/’84
Gregory and Julie Meier ’85
Bruce and Patricia Meikle ’76
Amy Wendel and Daniel Meisel
Chase and Ronnie Mellen
Laini Melnick
Peter Melnick
Ronald and Donna Melville
Dr. Wendy Mendes ’02
Paul and Karen Menzel
Edwin and Fleurdeline Mercado ’94/’96
Will Meredith ’04
Wondwossen Mesfin ’74
Dr. Horia and Jane Metiu
Curt and Karen Metzgar
Patrick Metzger
Jason Meugniot ’93
Charles Tolman and Tiffany Nau '93
Robert and Lynne Tomczak
Catherine L. Tonne and David W. Ohst '81
Patricia Toppel
Eric and Jeanette Torchon
Ina Tonnally
Leigh Torres
Manuel and Sylvia Torres
Kathryn and Timothy Torrington
Trini Rodriguez and Eric Toumayan
Sam and Barbara Toumayan
Scott and Mary Tracy ‘72
Alex Trebb y ‘03
Maria Trefethen
Timothy Tremblay
Dr. Robert and Christen Treuhaft
George Trindle and Melissa barley Trindle ‘99
Bert and Tess Tritschler
David Trogan, Jr. ’88
Benjamin and Cheryl Trosky
Susan Trubitz
Jane Tschannel
Marievic Tuazon
Nathaniel Tuck ’95
David Tufts, Jr.
Robert Tuler ‘78
Jeffrey Tung and Daly Chin
Melissa Turner ’98
Richard Turnall and Brittia Erickson ’85
Dennis and Cynthia Turnispread ’70
Betsey Tyler
Sam and Sandra S. Tyler
Taylor and Elizabeth Tyng
Raymond K. Thatcher and Yinn S. Tzeng
David and Leah Utrecht
Cynthia Ulman and Jim Meehan ’83
Linda Ulrich ’83
Edward Underhay
Alexis Upton-Knittle and Lloyd Cook ’70
Paul Uyestaka
Elia Valdez ’04
Ignacio and Stella Valdivia
Kumi and Anthony Valenty ’86/’88
Ernest Valenzuela ’61
Kent and Virginia Valley
Gerard Valois and Diane Aguerre-Valois
Patricia Van Every
Dr. Petra Van Koppen ’79, ’84
Kathryn Van Orden ’77
Deborah Vasquez
David and Julie Veenstra ’89
Stephen Vella and Nohl Martin
John and Kathy Venneman ’76
John and Janet Vereuck
Dr. Frederick Viehle III ’75, ’83
John and Rachel Villa
Paul and Pamela Villalobos
Francisco Villalta and Gwendolyn Harrison ’93
Jim and Charlotte Villanueva
Thomas Vincent ’87
David and Susan Vinia r
Paul and Carole Viviano ’75
Joe and Priscilla Vivo
Mary Beth and James Vogelzang
Betsy von Summer Moller and John Moller
Bruce and Lisa Vong
Daniel Voorhies and Kylee Hall ’03
Hubert and Susan Vos
Thomas Vu
Rita Vyas
William Wagner and Susan Aldrich Wagner
Drs. Michael and Cora Wahl ’84
Leslie Wahr mund ’85
Dr. Charles Walcott and Karen Hult ‘71
Geneviewe Waldman ‘92
Dr. Andre Wyss and Susan Walker
Eileen Jennings and James Wall ’81/78
Dr. Hongjun Zhu and Jing Wang ’03/’98
Li K. Wang ’86
Yuorong Wang
Dr. Yukun and Susan Wang ’82, ’88/’84
Richard Salaiz and Cathy Ward
Dr. Dana Ware
Dr. Bronwen Brindley and John Warren ’83, ’85/’76
David Wascos and Sandy Reynolds-Wasco
John and Tara Washington
Steve and Linda Wasserman
Lawrence Waterhouse
James Watkins ’77
W. Wright Walting
Dr. Richard J. Watts
Mark Wawro and Melanie Gray
Michael and Alexi Weaver ’99
Kenneth Webb, Jr.
Drs. Leland and June Webb ’63
Dr. R. Ian and Louise Webb ’59
Catherine Weber
Nathan Weber ’96
Dr. Willes and Kathleen Weber
Richard and Candace Weeks
Dong Wei and Xin Guo
Jean Weidmann
Jon and Katherine Weiner
Morton and Judith Weisman
Christine and Brian Weiss ’86/’86
Barton and Lynn Weitzenberg ’68
James Wells
Monica Wells
Clark and Jill Welton ’92
James West and Karen Prinzmetal
Timothy and Mary Weston ’69
Denny M. Whelam ’79
Leslie Whigham
Dana White
Gregory and Susan White
Scott and Kathleen White ’73
Brady and Katie Whitlow
Ten Wielenga ’81
Dr. John and Mary Wiemann
Dr. Edward S. Wilbarger, Jr. ’80
Randall Wilbert II
Charles McClintock and Carol Wilburn
Kirsten and Richard Wiley
Matthew Wilhite ’03
Richard and Teri Wilks
HonorableDas and Jonnie-Erica Williams ‘05
Frank and Parmele Williams
Harold Williams and Nancy Engle"nder
Lowell and Marsha Williams ’69
Richard Williams ’59, The Richard Williams Family
Dr. Melvin and Danielle Willis ’68, ’75, ’03/’71
Mark Wilson and Kristen Demir Wilson ’91
Ralph and Irene Wilson ’70/’66
Maritza Mejia-Wilson and Travis Wilson ’04/’02
Aubrey Wing ’95
Roger and Linda Winkelman
Alastair and Ann Winn ’73
Ronald H. Winston
Dr. Erik and Dyanne Wipf
Dr. Vaughn and Deanna Wipf ’60
William and Marilyn Wirtz
Dr. Robert and Sharon Wiskocil
Drs. Michael and Beth Witherell
Robin Witmer

Dr. Stewart Witzeman and Kerry Miller-Witzeman ’84/’83
Richard Wonderly and Theresa Schrempp
Donald Wong
Francis and Debra Wong
Rebecca and Wesley Wong ’81/’80
Stephen Wong and Laura Truffaut
Jerry and Jeanne Woo
Frederick and Carol Wood ’84
Lynn and Ronald Wood ’69
Lieutenant Colonel Norman M. Wood, Retired ’64
Roger and Kelly Wood
Dan and Katy Woods
Dr. Jerry and Ginger Woof ’71
Jim Wooley
Dr. Dawn Wright ’94
Herbert Wright
Dr. Richard Wright and Sally Frankl ’73
Judith and George Writer, Jr.
Dr. Ji rong Wu
Dr. Philip and Carolyn Wyatt
Winston and Julia Wyckoff
Li Xu and Wen Chi Fang
Winnie Yamada
Drs. Sheryl Yamamoto ’84
Dr. Kerem and Lee Yaman ’96, ’97
Xiren Yan and Shi Li
T. Claire Chao and Chung-Do Yang
Marisa Yeager ’95
Dr. Adrian Yi ’84
Drs. Killian and Joan Ying
Bill and Abbe Yingst ’81/81
Grant and Karen Yip ’03/08
Kay Yoon
Dr. Robert and Linda York
David and Susan Yossem
Daniel and Denise Young
Dr. David B. Young ’96
Karen Young
Dr. Michael and JoAnne Young
Ted Young
James and Agnes Yu ’70
Hao Yuan and Wenna Li
Alan Zaentz
Marilouise and Albert Zager ’66
Milton and Deann Zampelli
William and Mary Zant ’74
David Zarotsky
Michael and Diane Zarrilli
Thomas and Suzanne Zarrilli
Luz and Larry Zeagler
Young Alumni Chancellor’s Council
$500 to $4,999

Anonymous (1)
Anooshik Vartanian Aaghan ’15
Alessandra Albanese ’16
Kristiana Almeida ’06
Cindy Amaral ’13
Robert Anderson ’11
Chris Ashley and Brianna Paulson ’08/08
Alex Baca ’06
Christopher Badger ’12
Shaun Ballou ’08
Colleen Barrera ’09
Don Basanes ’09
Robert Beckman ’08
Lauren and Jonathan Bell ’06/08
Evgeny Bender ’15
Robert Benson ’07
Naomi Bernstein ’10
Puran Bhattacharya ’09
Anna Billau ’08
Marissa Blanco ’12
Ian R. Blue ’10
Jacqueline Brambila ’07
Ben Brian ’12
Joseph Broome ’11
Stephanie Brower ’09
Craig Bumatai ’08
Blake A. Butterfield ’14
Craig A. Calkins ’08
Kenneth Carpenter ’12
Joel Cesare ’12
Jordan Chamberlain ’15
Jerry Chen ’06
Marisa Chen ’10
Stephanie W. Chen ’11
Cecilia L. Choi ’11
Zachary F. Cline ’11
Cody Corona ’10
Matthew Dale ’07
Leopaul Deguzman ’15
Hang Deng ’07
Patrick J. Dietzen ’06
Denny Directo ’10
James Ray Dixon ’11
Aidee Duarte ’12
Benjamin Edelstein ’11
Blake Edmunds ’15
Kristina Elks ’13
Nicholas Elliott ’11
Nicole A. Finkelstein ’09
Alexander Flury ’13
Tamara Ford ’12
Nathan French ’13
Jason Friedman ’06
Matthew Garcia ’13
Rebecca Gayle ’08
Kira Glynn ’13
Aaron S. Gordon ’13
Andrew C. Graham ’06
Ariana C. Green ’07
Elukh Gonzalez ’12
Dinah Griego ’08
Enrique Guzman ’11
Robert Hanson ’09
Taryn Hanson ’12
Spencer Holbrook ’09
Mario E. Hollands ’11
Alexander J. Huerta ’14
Aaron Johnson ’06
Deepthi Kannapula ’15
Andres Kao ’11
Lindsey Kaplan ’12
Lydia Kapsenberg ’15
Nicholas Katz ’13
Thomas Kaufmann ’12
Jeanne Kearns ’07
Christopher Kim ’11
Kai Kita ’12
Dr. Daniel and Jessica Krogstad ’12/12
Amy Kuhn ’10
Shivnesh Kumar ’06
Peter Kurijama ’12
Nikkalet Kurland ’15
Mary Larios ’06/09
Lorin Lee Kwai ’08
Na Lee ’12
Nan Li ’13
Kevin Jay Lien ’10
Adam and Sheena Link ’05/06
Dr. Biao Liu ’06
David H. Liu ’09
Fangyuan Liu ’15
Harri Ken-ming Liu ’10
Trevor Londergan ’14
David A. Lopez ’08
Felizza Lopez ’12
Rigoberto Lopez ’09
Cesar Lozano ’07
Choi G. Liu ’09
Srikant Malligeswaran ’13
Tom Martinez ’12
Ashley A. Mattson ’08
Tina McGinnis ’07
Andrew James McGuire ’12
Michael McKeown ’12
Dr. Marco and Elizabeth Mena ’06/06
Edwardo and Margaret Mercado ’11/11
Joshua D. Mesna ’13
Justin Morgan ’07
Sutton J. Morgan ’08
Stephen Morris ’06
Sai Prashanth Mukundhan ’14
Jinnie Myung ’13
Timothy J. Ocampo ’13
Burak and Deniz Ozek ’10
Dr. Katharine Page and Dr. Michael Crowell ’08/09
Marisa Paiva ’06
Claudia Teresa Perez ’06
Sarah Kriz and Ricardo Vivancos Perez ’03, ’06/06
Alexandra Platt ’12
Joe Plume ’10
John Paul Primeau ’09
Shan Randhawa ’10
Francisco Resendiz ’12
Daniel Ring ’10
Lance Ropenicke ’14
Matthew Salgado ’07
Bruce Salgado ’11
Jonathan L. Santiago ’14
Matthew Schermerhorn ’09
Rachel A. Schindelbeck ’14
Gayle Schumacher ’15
Jimmy J. Shang ’07
Zehong Shen ’16
Nicholas Sherer ’12
Scott E. Shield ’09
Mary Shirley ’07
Alexandra Staples ’09
Igor Stavchansky ’09
Justin Steinfadt ’08, ’11
Kenneth Sterling ’12/14
Jianfeng Sun ’14
Dr. Nobutaka Takara ’09/12
Dillon Tate ’17
Kyle Thompson ’11
Stephen Tjan ’13
Nicholas Volmar ’07
Matthew and Sara Vlasos ’06/07
Joseph Wallace ’12
Hilary R. Walecka ’15
Dr. Donald Wenz ’14
Evan West ’14
Daniel Young ’13
Pui Lam Yuen ’14
Mika Yukimura ’10
Shane Zamora ’08, ’10

Chancellor’s Patrons

The Chancellor’s Patrons have made annual donations of $1,000 or more for five consecutive years. The following donors are being recognized for their longstanding commitment and dedication towards UC Santa Barbara.

Anonymous (8)
Stephen and Barbara Abbott ’65/’65
Scott and Lynda Adelson
David and Lena Adishian ’89
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul Alex
Dennis W. Allen ’64
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Ralph and Lucy Archuleta
Robert Arenz, Jr. ’80
Sarah Argyropoulos
John and Jody Arnhold ’75
Douglas Ashby ’82
Gregory and Barbara Asplund ’83
Stuart R. Atkins
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
John and Susan Axline
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
Stuart R. Atkins
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
John and Susan Axline
Cheryl Barber ’67
John and Susan Axline
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
Stuart R. Atkins
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
John and Susan Axline
Cheryl Barber ’67
Paris and Christopher Barclay
William and Susan Baribault
Ronald Bartell and Christine Mitchell ’73, ’75
Dr. Pamela and Timothy Bartley ’82
Cecile Bartman*
David A. Bartman ’94
John and Barbara Bartman
Susan and Riley Bechtel ’78
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Stan and Joann Benson
Barrie and Arlene* Bergman
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
Mark and Susan Bertelsen 66/67
Fred C. Best
Gary and Ellen Bialis
Ed and Sue Birch H'95
John and Hazel Blankenship '65
Phil and Charlene Bos '68/'69
Susan E. Bower '81
Michael and Marilyn Bowers
Susan Bowey
Sandra Braeger and Jerome Rossen '93
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux '67/'68
James Brewer '92
Peter and Karen Brill
Philip and Diane Brotherton '83
James Brous and Mary Scherer
Dr. Thomas C. and Paula Yurkanis Bruce
Wendel Bruss
Rinaldo and Lalla Brutoco
Patricia Bullough
Ernie and Rebecca Bumatay '71
Mary Burchill and Mark Maxson '76/'75
Dan and Meg Burnham
Teresa Burns Gunther and Andrew Gunther '79
Andrew and Kimberly Busch
Richard and Annette Caleel
Jan and Randy Campbell '74
Steve and Kathy Campbell '63/'63
Marcy L. Carsey H'04
Rosalie Castanon
Rollie and Nell Cavaletto '65
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Joe and Sharlesa Clark
Jay Cohen and Laura Cox '84/'83
John and Marcia Cohen
Timothy and Janemarie Cohen '76/'76
Larry and Shelley Coldren
John and Beverly Colgate '69
J.W. and Sue Colin
Guy and Courtney Comer '93
Steven and Sharen Comstock '74
Dan Contreras
Stephen and Susan Cooper '68/'69
Dr. Howard and Trudy Cooperman
William Cornfield
Bruce and Toni Corwin H'97
Rafael Costas '86
Jeremy and Joanne Cowperthwaite '80
Karen and Ted Coyle '91
Shona Crabtree and Alexander Macgillivray '06
Stephen and Linda Crowe
James and Esther Curtice '70
Stewart and Louisa Cushman '93/'93
Lauri and Michael Dahlin '78/'84
Gary Dales '77
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Ann Daniel
John A. Davis, Jr. '82, '84
Laurie Deans and Joe Medjuck
James and Dagny Dehlsen
James and Deanna Dehlsen
Scott and Lisa Dettmter '78
Eloise Dilling
Steve and Deborah Dinsmore '71
William and Janet Dinsmore '68
Diane Dodds '68
Carol Donald and James Murray '82
Kathleen and James Doty '70/'71
Sue Leslie Dougherty '94
Ross Dowd and Marnie Hrones '94
Harold and Kathleen Drake
Chad and Noreen Dreier
Karel Driesen '99
James and Patricia Drinkwater '73
Linda Duttenhaver '77
Glenn and Bettina Duval '80
Robert Eby and Louise Leven
Morgan Hoff and Tracey Edwards '75,'77/'74
Gary and Rebecca Eldridge
Barbara Elsden
Donnelle and Linda Erdman
Brian and Jan Escalera
Tom and Doris Everhart
Ray and Mary Evert
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Ryan and Stacey Fell '94/'94
Betty Filipin
David Finkel
Dr. Michael and Leslie Fisher
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
Richard and Miriam Flacks
Dorothy Flander
Chris and Malin Fletcher '77
William and Christine Fletcher
David Florimbi and Nancy Simon
Beth and R. Hale Foote '80
Dr. Anabel Ford and Dr. Michael Glassow '74,'81
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
David and Linda Forman '66/'67
Dennis and Patricia Forster
James Frank
Scott and Jennifer Frank '82
Dr. Roger A. Freedman and Caroline Robillard
Stephan and Terri Frenkel
Eric and Vicky Fults '87
John and Martha Gabbert
Steven Gaines and Peggy Lubchenco
John and Carole Garand
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia '83/'85
Dr. Yolanda M. Garcia '70, '72,'98
Robert and Cindy Gelber
Faith Geoghegan '59
David L. Gersh and Anne Ready
Paul and Marianne Gertman
Pat Mahony and Randy Getz '73/'73
Marilyn Gevertz* H'96
Lew and Genevieve Geyser
Dennis and Mary Ghana '74/'74
Carol Gibbens
Stephen and Kathy Gibson '74
Mark Gittler
Alicia G. Goldsmith '82
Erlene* and Dexter Goodell '61,'87/'61
Rush and Melanie Goodman '79
John Gould '86
Dr. Steven Humphrey and Sue Grafton
Maria and Richard A. Grant, Jr.
Robert and Lea Grantham '75
David Gray '68, '73
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
Dr. Laura L. Butcher and Dr. Henry T. Greely
Bonnie Gregory
Patricia Gregory
Rusty Gregory
Gary and Julie Greinke
Steve Gross
Marc Grossman and Mildred Patterson '73
Thomas and Toni Guckert '79/'79
Paul Guido and Stephen Blain
Richard and Mill Gunner '62
Richard and Lois Gunther
John and Meg Gurley '78,'83
Norman and Jane Habermann
Carla Hahn
Norman and Rene Hale '71
Eva and Dr. Yoel Haller
Lea Halterman
Stephen and Janice Hamill
Charles Nicholson and Judith Hamilton
Margaret Hamster '70
Robin Hamfin '73
Simone and Laurentius Harrer
Dr. Fred and Pamela Harris '68
Felicie and Paul W. Hartloff, Jr.
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides
Alasdair Heath and Karen Brockwell
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
Kathryn Henkens
Jeff and Judy Henley '66/H'09

---

Thomas and Laura Hensler
James Heslin and Rose Hau '73
Steven and Linda Hicks '70/'71
Kirby Hock and Nielsma Bassig '94
Tirn and Erin Holl '95/'95
Edith Hollister
Dr. Daniel and Donna Hone
Michael Honer '81, '91
Judith L. Hopkinson
William and Jeanette Hosek '64, '67
Preston and Maurine Hotchkis
Dr. R. Stephen and Gail Humphreys
Richard and Andrea Hutton
Ted Ianuyo '89
George and Shari Isaac
Nikola Ivanovic '95
Jeffrey and Hollye Jacobs
Peter and Madeline Jacobson
Janice Jagelski and Patrick Morr '87
Thomas and Anne Jagodits '90/'91
Susan C. Jamgochian '63,'81
Rich and Luci Janssen
Holly P. Jennings
Richard and Bonnie Jenson H'06
Jack and Kimberly Johnson '97/'97
Peter and Ellen Johnson
William and Tyrena Jones '77
E '68 and Eric Juline
Peter and Martha Karoff
John and Elyse Karow '86/86
Foundations, Associations, Trusts, Organizations and Corporate Contributors
$10,000 AND ABOVE

Anonymous (S)
Acatechol, Inc.
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
The Aerospace Corporation
Agilent Technologies Foundation
alstria office REIT-AG
American Council of Learned Societies
American Federation for Aging Research
American Honda Motor Company, Inc.
American Iron and Steel Institute
AMG Charitable Gift Foundation
Ampgen, Inc.
Arnhold Foundation, Inc.
Asahi Kasei Corporation
Askgene Pharma, Inc.
Association For Computing Machinery, Inc.
AST Capital Trust Company of Delaware
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Becker Family Foundation
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
Bentson Foundation
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation, Inc.
BrightFocus Foundation
Brillo-Sonnino Family Foundation
Cancer Foundation of Santa Barbara
Center for Community Change
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Citrix Online Division
Pierre Claeyssens Veterans Museum & Library
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Michael J. Connell Trust
The Connie Frank Foundation
Conservation International Foundation
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Cottage Health Systems
CREST
Curvature
Dancing Tides Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company Foundation
DSM Research
Educational Advancement Foundation
Elsevier Foundation
ERSTE Stiftung
ExxonMobil Foundation
Facebook
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
FLIR Systems
Ford Foundation
Foundation for Child Development
Freeman Foundation
Gareatis Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
GE Corporate Research and Development
Google, Inc.
Graminian-Emrani Foundation
GreenTech SA
Griffiths Charitable Foundation
Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative
The Hawkins Foundation
The John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation
The Robert Ho Family Foundation
HRL Laboratories, LLC
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Hull Family Foundation
Human Frontier Science Program Organization
Intech LLC
Intel Corporation
International Foundation for Telemetering
IOS Press B.V.
The Japan Steel Works, LTD.
JEOL Resonance, Inc.
Jewish Community Foundation Los Angeles
JSR Corporation
Kaiser Permanente
Karisma Foundation
The Karp Foundation, Inc.
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
The Kavli Foundation
William H. Learns Foundation
W.M. Keck Foundation
Keysight Technologies
The Kind World Foundation
Lam Research Corporation
The Land Trust for Santa Barbara County
Las Cumbres Observatory
Linked Foundation
Lockheed Martin
Lopker Family Foundation
MacDonald Family Foundation
Magtera, Inc.
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area LLC
MAP
Marida Foundation
The Craig and Susan McCaw Foundation
McCune Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Mentor Graphics
Microelectronics Advanced Research Corp.
Mind and Science Institute
Mithun Family Foundation
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Mitsubishi Chemical USA, Inc.
Montecito Retirement Association
Moore Family Foundation
Gordon E. and Betty L. Moore Foundation
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation
Moss Adams LLP
National Math & Science Initiative
National Philanthropic Trust
The Nature Conservancy
The Kenneth and Eileen Norris Foundation
Northern Trust Charitable Giving Program
Northrop Grumman Space Technology
Open Society Institute
Oracle Labs
Orbital ATK, Inc.
Orfalea Foundation
Organization for Autism Research, Inc.
Pacific View Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Packard Humanities Institute
Petrobras
Picosys Incorporated
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Procter & Gamble
QUALCOMM, Inc.
Raytheon
The Ridley-Tree Foundation
The Roddick Foundation
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
Safari Club International
Russell Sage Foundation
SAGE Publications, Inc.
Sanoh Industrial Co., Ltd
Santa Barbara Foundation
Warren G. and Katharine S. Schlenger Foundation
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Semiconductor Research Corporation
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
The Simons Foundation
Single Step Foundation
SINOPEC Tech
The Paul A. Slavik Trust
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Society of Actuaries
Solar3D, Inc.
Sonos, Inc.
Southern California Edison
The Spencer Foundation
Stanford University
The Fredric E. Steck Family Foundation
The Stone Family Foundation
Technicolor USA, Inc.
John Templeton Foundation
TomKat Foundation
Toshiba International Foundation
Tovbes Foundation
TRENDS Research & Advisory
Tropicana Gardens Holdings, LLC
UCSB Affiliates
UCSB Alumni Association
Union for Concerned Scientists
University of Western Australia
The Vitality Group, LLC
Waitt Foundation
Walton Family Foundation
Wawanesa Insurance
Helen & Will Webster Foundation
Wells Fargo Philanthropy Fund
Wille Family Foundation
The Susan & Bruce Worster Foundation
Wyles Trust Foundation
Xerox Foundation
Yardi Systems, Inc.
Robert L. & Barbara Zorich Family Foundation
Matching Gifts

UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges the following corporations and foundations that generously matched gifts from alumni, parents and friends.

3M Foundation
Abbott Laboratories
Adobe Systems
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Alliance Data
AlliancBernstein
Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
Amgen Foundation
Apple Inc. Matching
Apple Matching Gifts Program
AXA Foundation
BAE Systems
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Bechtel Foundation
Beckman Instruments
Boeing Company
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
California Healthcare Foundation
Capital Group Companies, Inc.
CarMax Foundation
Chevron Matching Gift Program
Citrix Online Division
Clorox Company Foundation
CNA Foundation
Cornerstone Real Estate Advisers LLC
D.A. Davidson & Co.
Deckers Outdoor Corporation
John Deere Foundation
Dell Employee Giving Program
Dellolite Foundation
DIRECTV
Dodge & Cox

Edison International
Ernst & Young Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fannie Mae
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies
First Eagle Investment Management Foundation
Gap Foundation Gift Match Program
GE Foundation
GenCorp Foundation, Inc.
Global Impact
Google Matching Gifts Program
Honeywell International Charity Matching
Intel Corporation
Intel Foundation
Johnson & Johnson
Jones Lang Lasalle
JustGive
KeyBank Foundation
KPMG LLP
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Kraft Foods Group Foundation
Labcorp Corporate Community Affairs
Lam Research Foundation
LinkedIn Matching Gifts Program
Littinomics
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Lockheed Martin Matching Gift Program
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
Merck Company Foundation, Inc.
Microsoft Matching Gift Program
M.J. Murdock Matching Gifts Program
Network for Good
Northrop Grumman Foundation
NVIDIA Employee Giving Program
Oracle Corporation
PG & E Corporation
Pacific Life Foundation
Parnassus Investments
Payden & Rygel

Pfizer, Inc.
Piper Jaffray
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
The Procter & Gamble Fund
Progressive Insurance Foundation
The Prudential Foundation
QUALCOMM, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Research Affiliates
Roche Matching Gifts Program
SalesForce.com Foundation
SanDisk Corporation
The Charles Schwab Corporation Foundation
Sempra Energy
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Synopsys
TCF Foundation
T-Mobile USA
Toyota Motor Sales USA Foundation, Inc.
Travelers Companies Foundation, Inc.
U.S. Bancorp
Unilever United States Foundation, Inc.
Union Bank of California
Unum Corporation
Varian Associates, Inc.
Verizon Foundation
VISA GivingStation
Walt Disney Company Foundation
Wells Fargo Matching Gift Center
Western Asset Management Company
Western Digital Corporation
Workday, Inc.
Xcel Energy Employment Programs
Xerox Foundation
Yelp Foundation
YourCause LLC
YourCause LLC Trustee for MUFG
EXPANDING